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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
The North Iowa Area Community College was organized in accordance
with Senate File 550 which was enacted during the 61st General Assembly
by the Iowa legislature to make it possible for lowans to make full use
of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 and the Vocational Educa
tion Act of 1963 enacted by Congress.
Senate File 550 states nine major objectives to be carried out:
1. The first two (2) years of college work including pre-
professional education.
2. Vocational and technical training.
3. Programs for in-service training, and re-training of
workers.
4. Programs for high school completion for students
of post-high school age.
5. Programs for all students of high school age who may best
serve themselves by enrolling for vocational and technical
training while also enrolled in a high school, public or
private.
6. Student personnel services.
7. Community services.
8. Vocational education for persons who have academic, socio
economic, or other handicaps which prevent succeeding in
regular vocational education programs.
9. Training, retraining and all necessary preparation for pro
ductive employment of all citizens (6, p. 1).
County boards of education (multi-counties) were then to develop a
written plan for carrying out these objectives and submit it to the Iowa
Department of Public Instruction who in turn was to submit it to the
State Board of Public Instruction for review and approval. Development
of the proposal for North Iowa Area Community College was formally ini
tiated on August 10, 1965, when the county superintendents and members of
the county boards of education met in Mason City. The nine counties
represented at this meeting were Butler, Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Franklin,
Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, Worth, and Wright. As a result of this
meeting, the county superintendents and board delegates were directed to
assemble a proposal for an area community college. This proposal was
distributed to each of the nine county boards of education on November 4,
1965, and subsequently approved by each.
The final proposal included the county school systems of Cerro Gordo,
Floyd, Franklin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth, together with
Belmond Community School District in the Wright County System and the
Dumont and Greene School Districts in the county school system of Butler
County. This proposal was approved by the State Advisory Committee on
Community and Junior Colleges on December 3, 1966; Mason City was desig
nated as the administrative center.
North Iowa Area Community College assumed operation of the Mason City
Junior College, a junior college operated by the Mason City School District
since 1918. Agreements which led to the final absorption of this college
into North Iowa Area Community College began in July of 1966. The final
transfer occurred on July 1, 1967.
The predecessor of North Iowa Area Community College, the Mason City
Junior College, began operating in 1918 with an enrollment of 28 students.
Accreditation by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools was received in 1919. The first adult education class for college
credit was held in 1947 and the first non-credit adult education night
class was held in the spring of 1949. In the spring of 1959, an area
Technological School was established as a division of the college.
The inherent background of the preceding events extend back beyond
recorded history in the roots of vocational education. The structure of
vocational education has changed as man's social structure has changed.
The comparatively recent apprenticeship served the need for caany years.
Congress in 1914, after a study by a national commission, concluded that
the Federal Government should invest in vocational education (17).
The Smith-Hughes Act, signed by President Wilson in 1917, provided a
perpetual appropriation to the states for vocational agriculture, trades
and industry, and home economics education. This was the first of all
vocational legislation and set out in detail what had to be done for es
tablishing federally reimbursed programs (20).
The George-Reed Act, George-Ellzey Act, and George-Deen Act were
written along the same lines and supplemented the Smith-Hughes Act from
1917 until the Georgc-Barden Act of 1946 brought about further expansion
of the program (20).
As the challenge of the space age became evident, attention was
focused on the educational system and resulted in the National Defense
Education Act of 1958. Title VIII of this act established an Area Voca
tional Education Program. An Office of Manpower Automation and Training
of the Department of Labor was provided through the Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1962. This act required the Secretary of Labor to
determine skill requirements of the economy, develop policies, and pro
mote the development of diversified training programs. This require
ment led to the Manpower Report of the President which stressed the need
for more federal support of vocational education and resulted in the
passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
Value of the Investigation
One of the aspects of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 was the
requirement which called for relating training programs to manpower needs
(2).
Howard Rosen, Assistant Director for Manpower and Automation Research
of the U.S. Department of Labor, commenting on the Vocational Education
Act said (2, p. 98):
The Department's Bureau of Employment Security has for several
years sponsored local area skill surveys which relate com
munity manpower resources to anticipate occupational require
ments for 2 to 5 years ahead. The analysis of current em
ployment, future labor requirements, available labor supply,
and current and projected trainee output, which is derived
from an area skill survey, pinpoints both current and
anticipated shortages or surpluses in specific occupations.
These studies can be used by counselors and those concerned
with developing vocational education programs.
Furthermore, in the statement of guidelines, the Division of Adult
and Vocational Research of the U.S. Department of Education stated that
the Division was primarily concerned with research programs which:
Examine the range and kind of available occupational opportunities,
identifies job or skill clusters to which adult and vocational
education can be directed, estimates future occupational supply
and demand....(2, p. 99).
Since North Iowa Area CormBunity College was established through state
law which was governed by the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and in
order to have curriculum offerings approved, the board of directors of the
North Icwa Area Community College must substantiate to the Department of
Public Instruction that there was a need for the training. One of the
methods used to show a need was the occupational survey of which
Roberts (11, pp« 353-354) commented on its importance;
The specific needs for vocational technical education vary among
different communities, and it is necessary to determine the specific
needs of each community. Occupational surveys are frequently used
to determine these needs. A community occupational survey is de
fined as an organized method of obtaining a comprehensive body
of information governing the occupational life of the region.
In view of the preceding, this research has been undertaken to ccanpile
essential occupational information and it was expected that the analysis
of the data collected would aid in the development and establishment of
additional appropriate curricula to serve the needs of North Iowa Area
Community College District businesses, industries, and citizens.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine the number and kind of
semi-skilled, skilled and technical workers that would be needed by em
ployers in the North Iowa Area Community College District which included
Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Franklin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth
counties, with implications for curriculum planning. The basic assumption
of this study was: Employers within the North Iowa Area Community College
District could give the most complete and accurate information on their
present employment level and could project their need for trained workers
better than any secondary source. The problem was specifically stated in
objectives as follows:
1. To determine the number and kind of semi-skilled, skilled, and
technical workers that were employed in the North Iowa Area
Community College District in September, 1968.
2. To determine the number of workers that each employer antici
pates he will employ by job titles for September, 1969, and
September, 1971.
3. To compute workers turnover based on death, retirement, other
employment, and promotion per year in each occupational area
by job title.
To ascertain the number of vacancies for each occupational
area by job titles as of September, 1968.
5. To ascertain the amount of formal in-plant training, including
the number of trainees in September, 1968, and the projected
number of trainees to complete training in September, 1969,
and in September, 1971, in each occupational area by job title-
6. To secure estimates by employers of the availability of trained
persons for each job title as being short, adequate or surplus.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to ascertain from employers the current
number of employees, current job vacancies and projected number of em
ployers' needs for semi-skilled, skilled, and technician workers in the
North Iowa Area Community College District. Furthermore, the analysis of
the data collected, utilizing employers' needs should aid in:
1. Projecting the need for various vocational, technical, and
adult education programs.
2. Being able to develop priorities in determining the need to
offer specific full time vocational and technical educational
programs.
3. Providing statistics upon which approval of course offerings
of the North Iowa Area Community College District may be
based.
4. Providing a systematic method of determining the need for
trained workers as projected by employers.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions are presented to clarify the meanings of
terms used in this study.
1. North Iowa Area Community College; One of the 16 area vocational
technical schools or community colleges in Iowa, The North Iowa
Area Community College includes seven counties and part of two
additional counties in north central Iowa. Thtee educational
divisions represent the community college: Vocational-technical,
adult and continuing, and arts and science education.
2. North Iowa Area Community College District: The part of the
North Iowa Area Community College area used for this study. This
area includes the full counties of Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Franklin,
Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth.
3. Occupational; For this study, occupational encompasses semi
skilled, skilled, and technical work.
4. Semi-skilled worker; A person employed in a job which demands
only a basic knowledge and only short term training to become
capable of carrying out assignments. These occupations may
require the performance of a limited part of a craft or a
skilled occupation.
5. Skilled worker; A person employed at a job which demands con
siderable training and/or experience to be able to perform his
work assignments. Workers in these occupations usually become
qualified by serving apprenticeships or by completing extensive
training periods.
6. Technical worker; A person employed in a job that demands a
high degree of skill; usually two years of formal training be
yond high school are needed to perform the demands of his work
assignment. These occupations are typically concerned with the
technical or mechanical aspects of broad theoretical fields.
7. Current vacancies: The number of additional persons who would
be employed by an employer if the supply had been available when
the survey questionnaire was completed.
8. Industrial category: The groups in which employers were listed
by their major product or activity as shown by their Standard
Industrial Classifications. The categories were; (1) Automotive
and Diesel Industries; (2) Chemical and Allied Industries; (3)
Construction Industries; (U) Food Services; (5) Health Services;
(6) Machine and Industrial; (7) Printing, Publishing, and Allied
Industries; (8) Sales and Service Industries; (9) Textile Indus
tries; and (10) Office and Data Processing.
9. Occupationa1 area; The groups in which the job titles were
listed by their relationship to each other as being located in
a particular segment o£ an industrial category. The areas were:
(I) Automotive and Diesel Occupations; (2) Chemical and Allied
Occupations; (3) Construction Occupations; (4) Data Processing
Occupations; (5) Food Service Occupations; (6) Health Occupations;
(7) Machine and Industrial Occupations; (8) Office Occupations;
(9) Printing and Publishing Occupations; (10) Sales Occupations;
(II) Service Occupations; (12) Textile Occupations.
Sources of Data
Data for this study were collected by means of a survey questionnaire
mailed to all Standard Industrial Classification employers employing four
or more persons in Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Franklin, Hancock, Mitchell,
Winnebago, and Worth Counties as provided by a list from the Research Co
ordinating Unit of the Department of Public Instruction as originally ob
tained from the Iowa Employment Security Conanission.
Other sources used for this study were:
1. Chambers of commerce in the North Iowa Area Community District.
2. Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
3. Industrial and business officials.
4. Iowa Department of Public Instruction, Research and Coordinating
Unit.
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5. Iowa Employment Security Commission, local offices.
6. Iowa State University, Extension Service and Industrial Education
Department.
7. North Iowa Area Community College, Administration and Staff.
8. Related research and pertinent literature®
Delimitations
The scope of this investigation was limited to a study of the 1208
employers who employ four or more employees in the seven full counties of
the North Iowa Area Community College District. The study included all
employers included in an Employment Security Commission tape of all em
ployers paying workman's compensation insurance in Cerro Gordo, Floyd,
Franklin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth Counties.
The investigation excluded all the local, state and federal govern
ment agencies.
The only information sought from employers about their employees was
(1) the total number of workers employed as of September, 1968, and the
anticipated total number of employees by September, 1969 and 1971; (2) the
current number of employees, both male and female, current vacancies,
anticipated number of employees by September, 1969 and 1971, and the extent
of in-plant training by job titles; and (3) the employers' estimation of
the availability of trained persons for each job title as being short,
adequate, or surplus.
The economy has a very real effect on employers' needs for semi
skilled, skilled, and technical workers; thus the projections of this study
must be based on present economic conditions. Also, any inferences from
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this study must be based on present economic conditions. Also, any in
ferences from this study must be limited to those employers in the North
Iowa Area Community College District.
Organization of the Study
The material presented in this study was divided into five chapters.
The first chapter included the introduction, the value of the investiga
tion, the statement of the problem, definition of terms, the purpose and
scope of the study, and sources of data. The second chapter contained a
summarization of related literature and research. The methodology and de
sign for the study were discussed in the third chapter. The presentation
of the findings from the questionnaires were included in the fourth chap
ter. The fifth chapter of the study presented the discussion. Chapter
six presented a summary for the study.
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter relates research and literature pertinent to the prob
lem of this research.
Introduction.
A check with the local agencies of the Iowa State Employment Security
Commission, and the Extension Service of Iowa State University revealed
that they do not have access to comprehensive local or statewide statistics
on the number of trained workers needed in the North Iowa Area Community
College District.
In addition, Dr. Kenneth Wold, Director of the Research Coordinating
Unit of the Iowa Department of Public Instruction; Mr. George Lawry, Occu
pational Analyst Supervisor to the Iowa State Employment Security Com
mission; Mr. Richard Konicek, Director of the Iowa Development Commission
reported that their agencies do not have any statistics on the need for
semi-skilled, skilled or technical workers in the North Iowa Area Com
munity College District. The Iowa Manpower Council reported that they had
only the reports done in cooperation with the Industrial Relations Center
at Iowa State University on job vacancies in Iowa manufacturing establish
ments .
Review of Available Studies
The recent occupational studies that apply to this research in the
North Iowa Area Community College District were found to be limited in
their determination of skill needs. However, the following research had
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implications that should be considered: Northern Natural Gas Company
study of six states, including Iowa; job vacancy surveys by the Industrial
Relations Center of Iowa State University, and the Iowa Manpower Develop
ment Council; a Ph.D. Dissertation on Electronic Technician Personnel and
Training Needs of Iowa Industries by Gary Weede at Iowa State University
of Science and Technology; Master's Degree Theses on the Aviation Industry
Needs in Iowa by Paul Sumter at Iowa State University of Science and
Technology and on Iowa Training Needs for Metal Tradesmen by Harlan Giese
at the University of Northern Iowa; and Iowa Department of Public Instruc
tion brochures on Manpower and Training Needs for Boat and Motor Repair
Personnel and for Musical Instrument Repairmen.
The Northern Natural Gas Company's six state study indicated its
purpose was to provide new information about education for skilled jobs
in the region's manufacturing and related industries. One of the objectives
of this study was to measure the region's current situation and trends in
employment of and demand for people with the skilled craftsman and operative
occupations (9).
The findings of this study stated that there were many opportunities
for improvement in the Northern Plains States' vocational education pro
grams. The study concluded that (9, p. 3):
The courses offered are not as responsive to the economic develop
ment needs of the Northern Plains States as they might be. For ex
ample, training for skilled occupations in the food processing in
dustry (the region's largest exporting industry) is almost non
existent while training in ... various kinds of repairmen (which
have little impact on the area's economic development) meets a high
percentage of demand. The states' public support of vocational
education, in effect, subsidizes some industries and not others but
without much apparent co-ordination of investment in vocational edu
cation with economic development needs and objectives.
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Venn (20) also saw economic trends as well as population trends as
significant factors in any consideration of future demand on the education
al system.
The Iowa job vacancy surveys conducted by the Industrial Relations
Center of Iowa State University were mailed to approximately 4,000 manu
facturing firms listed with the Center for Industrial Research and Service
of Icwa State University. The questionnaires requested job vacancy and
starting wage data for six month periods. One of the primary reasons
for this job vacancy series was the development of Iowa*s Area Vocational
Schools and Community Colleges and aiding in developing curriculum and
training programs (7).
When examining the previous job vacancy surveys and comparing them
with the present survey, occupational trends were apparent, although the
response rate of firms to the surveys was about 2 0%.
Burt (2, p. 90) commented that:
A large number of job vacancies in an occupation is not the only
consideration which vocational educators need to take into account
when reviewing manpower needs or skill survey studies in deter
mining whether or not they should develop an educational and train
ing program for that occupation in the schools.
Furthermore, Burt <2, p. 90) added:
*yit is quite possible that the vacancies in a particular occupa
tional area might reflect extremely rapid turnover rates owing to
low wages, poor working conditions, low advancement opportunity,
or a combination of these factors.
One of the studies that provided more precise information on the needs
for specific occupations was Weede's (21) study. Weede's purpose was to
provide data which may be used to develop or improve electronic technology
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programs in Iowa. It can be observed from this survey that seven indus
tries employed 12 electronic technicians, 47 electricians, 4 electrical
engineers and 7 other electrically trained personnel in the North Iowa
Area Community College District. The study also reported opinions of the
persons responding as to the training needs in the occupations.
Weede (21, p. 99) stated in his conclusions that, "The manufacturing
industries of Iowa have a definite need for well trained persons in the
field of electronics."
Sumter also provided specific occupational information on the Iowa
Aviation industry in his study and found that (16, p. 37):
Eight counties reflect the majority of aviation mechanic/technician
jobs. Scott and Polk have the greatest number of any two, with
Woodbury, Linn, Pottowattamie, Plymouth, Cerro Gordo and Dubuque
next in order.
Giese's (3) study was to identify the training needs for skilled and
semi-skilled metal tradesmen in eleven job classifications in Iowa. The
study also included a response to the needs for part time supplemental
classes for the tradesmen.
The manpower and training needs brochures for musical instrument re
pairmen (13) and for boat and motor repair personnel (15) were more limited
in their purpose of gathering occupational need than the previous studies
by Wccde (21), Sumter (16), and Giese (3).
Summary
Information was not plentiful on occupational needs in Iowa but the
review of studies available shewed that an attempt is being made to pro
vide useful information.
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The six state survey (9) provided general findings on occupations
that can be classified into state categories.
Another source of information was provided by job vacancy summaries
(7) which are to be published every six months.
The studies by Weede (21) and Sumter (16) provided not only
statistics of the needs of the respective occupations surveyed but also an
insight into the contents of a prospective curriculum.
The study by Giese (3) and the manpower and training needs brochures
(13, 15) in addition to providing statistics on the occupations, provided
statistics on possible short term course contents.
As Burt points out (2, p. 81):
One of the major criteria used by educators for determining
whether or not to establish or expand a vocational or technical
education program is some degree of assurance that there will be
jobs for the graduates of such programs. To ascertain future job
vacancies and to develop appropriate curricula to properly pre
pare its graduates for entry into these jobs, educators may utilize
the information provided by manpower and skill surveys.
Since there are a variety of occupations that can be served by area
school training programs, more information is needed to determine what the
priorities should be in setting up curriculums for an occupation or cluster
of occupations (9).
This review has been limited to the literature pertinent to the prob
lem of this research- The author suggests that the review of literature
in Langerman's (8) thesis be consulted if the reader desires an expanded
approach on the subject.
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CHAPTER III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The methods and procedures used to collect and analyze the data re
quired for the study are described in this chapter. This chapter was
presented in five parts: (1) selection of the sample, (2) description of
the instrument, (3) construction of the instrument, (4) collection of the
data, and (5) treatment of the data.
Selection of the Sample
This study was a survey of all firms which employed four or more em
ployees in the seven full counties of the North Iowa Area Community College
District Area II, The counties included were: Cerro Gordo, Floyd, Frank
lin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth.
Due to an available list of all firms which employed four or more em
ployees, it was decided that a sampling procedure would be used rather
than complete enumeration. Although the list had limitations, it was
practical and necessary to use it considering the time and cost involved
in compiling a separate or additional list.
The mailing list used for the study was developed from the Employment
Security Commission's master list of official workman's compensation records,
and the Commission's list was used by the Iowa State Tax Commission as the
official check against state income tax records. The Commission's list
included employers of four or more persons and was coded according to
Standard Industrial Classification by the Employment Security Commission.
Dr. Kenneth Wold, Director of the State Occupational Research Develop
ment and Coordinating Unit of the Iowa Department of Public Instruction,
Des Moines, Iowa, obtained the mailing list from the Commission's master
list for this study.
The mailing list was checked for completeness by reviewing it with
the local units of the Iowa State Employment Security Commission, the
Extension Service of Iowa State University, and the information provided
through the Chambers of Commerce in the survey area.
The major limitation of the mailing list was that local, county, state
or federal governmental agencies were excluded. However, hospitals and
employers that were found not to be on the original list were added. The
list as it was used for the study included 1208 employers.
Using Standard Industrial Classifications, employers were listed by
their major product or activity, and were included in one of the following
industrial categories: (1) Automotive and Diesel Industries; (2) Chemical
and Allied Industries; (3) Construction Industries; Food Services;
(5) Health Services; (6) Machine and Industrial; (7) Printing, Publishing,
and Allied Industries; (8) Sales and Service Industries; (9) Textile In
dustries; and (10) Office and Data Processing. Those not fitting into one
of the above categories (see Appendix C for Standard Industrial Classifi
cation numeral for each category) were classified separately and received
the combination of questionnaires that best suited the employer's situa
tion. This was done to help eliminate a large non-applicable return. All
firms received an Office and Data Processing questionnaire and those
firms which would have maintenance departments received an additional
questionnaire on Construction within Industry,
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Listed below are the number of employers that were placed in each
category from the mailing list:
1. Automotive and Diesel Industries 137
2. Chemical and Allied Industries 7
3. Construction Industries 176
4. Food Services 183
5. Health Services 55
6. Machine and Industrial 30
7 . Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries 23
8. Sales and Service Industries 131
9. Textile Industries 20
10. Office and Data Processing 13it
11. Special Classification 312
Total number of Employers 12 08
Description of the Instrument
Itie instruments used in collecting data for this study consisted of
thirteen separate questionnaires containing from one to three pages each
(see Appendix A). Twelve of these questioniiaires were similar to those
used by Philip Langerman in the Area XI Community College survey and were
adapted from that survey for use by the North Iowa Area Community College
District: One questionnaire, the Chemical Occupations, was developed for
this study.
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Each employer was asked to enumerate the total number of persons em
ployed by the firm as of September, 1968. Also, employers were asked to
estimate their total employment as of September, 1969, and September, 1971.
In addition, the name of the business, business description (product or
services), business address, and telephone number were asked of each em
ployer. Furthermore, the name and title of the person completing the
questionnaire, and the date were requested.
Each of the questionnaires had the same headings and included the
following information: (1) the Dictionary of Occupational Title (DOT) code
number (office use only), Job Title; (2) present number of employees, total
male, total female; (3) current number of vacancies; (4) anticipated em
ployment, total number of workers in September, 1969, and September, 1971;
(5) percent leaving employment due to death, retirement, or promotion per
year; (6) formal in-plant training; (7) current number of trainees; number
completing the training by September, 1969, and September, 1971; and (8)
each employer was asked to check the present supply of trained workers by
job titles as either short, adequate, or surplus.
Construction of the Instrument
Each questionnaire listed, according to the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT), code numbers for the job titles most often found in each of
the ten industrial categories used in this survey. The follcwing number
of job titles were listed with DOT code numbers for each of the categories:
Automotive and Diesel 22
Chemical and Allied 7
Construction 32
21
Food Service 21
Health 20
Machine and Industrial 42
Printing and Publishing 21
Sales and Service 35
Textile 12
Office and Data Processing 27
Total Job Titles 239
(Refer to Appendix A for the names of each job title used.)
Information was obtained relative to each specific job title. Each
employer was asked to complete the survey questionnaire by listing the
number of employee positions for which they employed workers or desired
new workers.
The first part of the questionnaire was constructed to provide total
company employment information for the years 1968, 1969, and 1971, The
items that were used to obtain from each employer information about each
job title were selected from the survey questionnaire used by the Area XI
Community College. The survey questionnaire used by Area XI Community
College was chosen through an advisory group and through a pilot of this
survey instrument on ten industrial firms.
One survey questionnaire was not adequate to properly serve all the
industrial categories with the different job titles. Thus, a survey in
strument was devised for 12 occupational areas to obtain more flexibility
in categorizing and mailing to each industrial category. The occupational
areas contained job titles grouped according to similarity and arranged ac
cording to familiarity. In addition, a shortened form of the construction
and machine occupational area instruments was compiled for a construction
maintenance instrument to be included with instruments sent to an industry
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with a maintenance staff. See Appendix A for a copy of each questionnaire
form.
Job titles were selected that were most appropriate to that particular
industrial category. Job titles were selected from the Dictionary of Oc
cupational Titles. For recording purposes, the DOT code numbers were
marked on each individual questionnaire with the job title. The job titles
were obtained through use of the demand occupations as listed by the United
States Department of Labor and as listed by the local employment offices
as demand occupations in the State of Iowa.
Job titles were also recommended by the staff of the North Iowa Area
Community College and through personal meetings and conferences with the
representatives of the local Employment Security Commission and the Ex
tension Service of Iowa State University. The category for the Chemical
and Allied Industry was initially developed for this study. A suggested
list of job titles was developed by the above procedure and extensively
reviewed during meetings with Mr. Jerry Fockler and Mr. Wallace Hladkey of
Salisbury Laboratories, Charles City, Iowa, and a North Iowa Area Community
College committee.
All of the job titles were reviewed and selected on the criteria that
they require less than four years of college training but training in ad-
^ition to high school training; this included training for entry or up
grading in the job through Adult Education, This selection was based on
Worker Traits Arrangement of titles and codes in the Dictionary of Occupa
tional Titles. Job titles that were added by employers in the Area XI
Community College survey were included and not subjected to the above cri
teria as they appeared to be common in many firms that were surveyed.
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The job titles listed on the survey questionnaire forms in Appendix A
are those job titles that were used in this survey. There were 239 job
titles listed on the 13 survey questionnaire forms. The instrument con
sisted of one to three pages, ^ by 11 inches.
An extensive review of the studies done in other states to determine
the need for trained workers was used to help construct the survey instru
ment. To obtain uniform definition of job titles, job descriptions were
written for each job title. These were written with the utilization of
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and Job Descriptions. A cover letter
was written to introduce the survey to the employer as well as a brief
outline informing the employer about North Iowa Area Community College.
This was accompanied by a brief set of directions informing the employer
how to complete the questionnaire.
Collection of the Data
Since Charles City, located in Floyd County, had been declared a major
disaster area by the Federal Government due to a tornado which struck the
city in May, 1968, it was determined that survey information would be dif
ficult to obtain during the reconstruction of the area. It was decided
that survey be concentrated on Floyd County before the other counties to
assure a good response.
It was decided that a stratified sampling by a mailed questionnaire
and employer visits would be the best means of collecting information
for this study where adequate information was available to use the sampling
technique. Therefore, all firms that employed 25 or more employees in the
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disaster area of Floyd County and 75 or more employees in Cerro Gordo»
Franklin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth. Counties were per
sonally visited by the author and a team of North Iowa Area Community
College counselors- These firms were determined through contact with the
Chambers of Commerce and from the Iowa Development Commission's Manufac
turing Directory. The information provided by the Chambers of Commerce
was in response to a letter and visits informing them of the survey and
seeking their assistance.
Of the 1208 employers included in the sample, 159 employers were
Toailed questionnaires and seven employers were personally contacted during
the week of September 16, 1968, in Floyd County. In Cerro Gordo, Franklin,
Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Worth Counties, 1019 employers were
mailed questionnaires and 23 were personally contacted during the week of
November 6, 1968.
Prior to the mailing of the questionnaires, local radio, television,
and newspapers promoted advance news releases of the study.
The mailing to the employers included a cover letter explaining the
study and soliciting the employer's assistance in completing the question
naire. Also, included was an information sheet on the activities of the
North Iowa Area Community College, an instruction sheet, the survey
questionnaire including job descriptions of each job title, and one stamped
self-addressed envelope for each employer. A follow-up letter was mailed
to each employer who had not returned the questionnaire after a period of
two weeks. This letter was individually typed and signed for Floyd county
employers. A second follow-up letter survey questionnaire included job
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descriptioQs for each job title, an instruction sheet, and one stamped
self-addressed envelope for each employer that had not responded at the
end of an additional two week period. To improve the percent return from
employers who had been contacted by a personal visit but had not completed
the questionnaire, telephone and letter contact was made to solicit their
completed questionnaires at this time. A third follow-up letter was sent
to non-responding employers after an additional two week period. Copies
of the follow-up letters are enclosed in Appendix C. Due to major holi
days, Thanksgiving and Christmas, occurring during the follow-ups for the
six counties, the time period between letters was lengthened to avoid being
lost in the season's festivities.
Treatment of the Data
The data obtained from the survey questionnaire were reviewed and
tabulated, using various codings, onto columned sheets which were used to
key punch the data on 80-column IBM business machine cards. The data was
tabulated by counting the number of employees by job title. Arithmetic
tabulation was made for all questions on the questionnaire. Data were ob
tained by job titles and were reported totally and separately for the seven
full counties of the North Iowa Area Community College District. The em
ployer was encouraged to add job titles for which he had need for trained
workers, and 45 additional job titles were added by various employers in
creasing the original total of 239 to a final total of 284 job titles.
When each questionnaire was returned, it was checked for completeness.
The name of the employer was then removed from the mailing list. To allow
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for differentiation in the tabulation, each questionnaire was coded by
county, town, and Standard Industrial Classification code.
Employers were asked to indicate the supply of trained workers
available as experienced by their particular business. These choices
were reported either as a short supply, adequate supply, or as a surplus
supply of workers available.
Projections made from these data reflected the need of workers by
job titles as of September, 1971. Priority rankings were then determined
based on the projected number needed to be trained by job title.
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS
The principal results of the research were reported in an order simi
lar to that in which the questions appeared on the questionnaire. To ful
fill the objectives of the study this chapter was presented in four parts:
(1) introduction; (2) anticipated employment level and need for trained
workers by occupational instructional program and job title; (3) present
number of employees, current job vacancies as of September, 1968, and
formal in-plant training and supply of trained workers by job titles; and
(4) summary.
Introduction
The population surveyed was ccxaposed of 1208 employers who employed
four or more employees in the North Iowa Area Community College District.
Questionnaires returned
In Table 1 were placed the number and percent of returned question
naires received by occupational areas. The rate of returns ranged from a
high of 95.0 percent in Textile Occupations with 19 of 20 questionnaires
returned to a lew of k8.2 percent for Automotive and Diesel Occupations
with 94 of 195 questionnaires returned.
The number of questionnaires sent in the 12 occupational areas as in
dicated in Table 1, varied from a high of 1208 in the Office and Date Process
ing Occupational areas to a low of 20 in the Textile Occupations. The total
number of usable questionnaires returned was 2042 or 50.3 percent. An
additional 297 or 7.3 percent were returned with letters explaining that
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the business was not applicable to the survey, or the business could not
complete the survey because of company policies, union agreements, busi
ness closings and retirements. The total number of questionnaires re
turned was 2339 or 57.6 percent of the 4062 questionnaires mailed or
delivered.
Thirty companies were contacted by a staff member of the North Iowa
Area Comniunity College. This group included all firms employing 25 or
more employees in the major disaster area of Floyd county and those em
ploying 75 or more persons in the rest of the North Iowa Area Community
College District. Of the 30 companies contacted, 23 or 75.9 percent com
pleted the questionnaires.
Number of persons on payrolls
Tabulated data from this survey produced the total number of persons
on the payrolls of the 704 responding companies for three different time
periods. The total number of persons reported on payrolls as of September
1, 1968, was 13,043. The total number of persons anticipated to be on
the payrolls as of September 1, 1969, was 13,865, and the total number of
persons anticipated to be on payrolls as of September 1, 1971, was 14,738.
Turnover estimates
Although employers were asked to indicate yearly worker turnover for
each job title, the response to this item was limited.
Therefore, in projecting the number of workers to be trained by Sep
tember, 1971, an estimated worker replacement rate of ten percent for the
three years, 1968 to 1971, was determined by using the Department of Labor
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working life tables for Iowa as a guide. This ten percent replacement
rate represented an approximate annual replacement rate of about three
percent and included the number leaving employment due to death, retire
ment, and promotion. The projected need number was calculated by taking
ten percent of the 1971 estimated employment and adding this figure to the
difference of the current 1968 and the projected 1971 employment for each
job title.
The projected number of workers needed to be trained was considered
to represent a trend in the need and not the specific number of workers
needed; therefore, since the number needed was an indicator, it was re
ported in the same form as it was computed.
An example of the projected number of workers needed to be trained
may be found in Table 2,
Anticipated Employment Level and Need for Trained Workers by
Occupational Instructional Program and Job Title
Tables 2-6 presented an enumeration of the anticipated employment
level and the need for trained workers by occupational instructional pro
gram and job titles for each of the North Iowa Area Community College's
five occupational divisions.
The code is interpreted as follows: Each Roman numeral indicated a
North Iowa Area Community College occupational division; each capital letter
indicated an occupational group within the occupational division; each
arabic numeral a possible or existing course to train workers for the job
titles listed; and each lower case letter represented a job title used in
the survey.
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Table 2. Anticipated employment level and need for trained workers by
occupational instructional program and job title - September 1,
1971, for business and industry service occupations
Code
I
Projected number
North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated
listed be lew Present number
a. Job titles used of employees
in the survey Sept. 1, 1968
employment
Sept. 1 Sept. 1
1969 1971
needed to be
trained by Sept-
1971
Business and Industry Service Occupations
Data Processing
1. Programmer
a. Digital computer opr 17 20 25 10.5
b. Programmer 17 22 24 9.4
c. Systems analyst 2 2 4 2,4
d. Supervisor, machine room 10 a 8 -1.2
Sub-total 46 52 61 21.1
2. Punch Card Accounting
a« Keypunch operator 61 64 72 18,2
b. Tabulating machine ppr 12 12 13 2.3
Sub-total 73 76 85 20.5
Office Occupations
1. Secretarial Science
a. Secretary 243 256 271 55.1
b. Stenographer 76 87 92 25.2
Sub-total 319 343 363 80.3
2. General Clerical
a. Transcribing roach opr 10 10 11 2.1
b. Typist and clerk typist 142 139 144 16.1
c. Receptionist 46. 47 48 6.8
d. Telephone operator PBX 31 31 35 7.5
e. General clerk 130 132 134 17.4
f. Shipping and receiving
clerk 65 70 70 12.0
g. Stock clerk 31 31 34 6.4
h. Duplicating mach opr 16 14 14 -0.6
i. File clerk 40 41 43 7.3
Sub-total
511 515 533 75.3
A.
6.
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Table 2. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated Projected number
listed below ' Present number employment needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees Sept. 1 Sept. 1 trained by Sept.l
in the survey Sept. 1, 1968 1969 1971 1971
3. General Accounting
a* Accounting clerk 68 69 76 15.6
b. Billing mach operator 29 29 31 5.1
c. Bookkeeper 265 267 279 41,9
d. Bookkeeping mach opr 65 65 70 12.0
e. Calculating mach opr 25 26 28 5.8
e. Stat. clerk and
compiler 10 10 10 1-0
Sub-total 462 466 494 81.4
Not Grouped
a. Abstractor 8 8 9 1.9
b. Library Assist 2 2 2 0.2
c. Teller 95 106 107 22.7
d. Auditor^ 1 0 0 -1.0
e« Credit manager^ 10 10 10 1,0
f. Manager^ 54 51 51 2.1
g- License admin.^ 0 1 1 1.1
h. Assist. Adminis.® 4 5 5 1.5
i. Loan officers^ 3 3 3 0.3
j- President® 7 5 5 -1-5
k. Legal secretary® 1 1 1 0.1
1. Statement clerk® 1 1 1 0.1
m. Report supervisor® 1 1 1 0.1
n. Ward clerk® 1 1 I 0.1
o. Collectors® 4 5 5 1.5
P- Collect, recept. 1 1 1 0,1
Sub-total 193 201 203 30.3
C. Sales Occupations
1. Mid-Management Marketing
a. Sa]es representative 45 53 54 14.4
b. Salesman, general 103 116 138 48.8
c. Salesman, footwear 14 16 17 4.7
d. Salesman, gas-elec appl 5 6 6 1.6
Job titles added by employers.
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Table 2. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles
listed below Present number
a. Job titles used of employees
in the survey Sept. 1, 1968
Anticipated
employment
Sept.
1969
1 Sept. 1
1971
Projected number
needed to be
trained by Sept.l
C. Sales Occupations
1, Mid-Management Marketing (Continued)
e. Salesman, Hardware
3.
supplies 14 14
if
r-i
f. Salesman, Men-boy
clothing 25 26 26 3.6
g. Salesman, radio-TV parts 2 2 2 0.2
h. Salesman, women-girls
clothing 11 11 11 1.1
i. Salesman, driver 12 8 131 140 26.0
j. Salesman, grain- and
feed products 45 43 50 10,0
k. Salesman, tractor and
farm impl 14 15 18 5.8
1. Salesman^ 44 44 47 7.7
Sub-total 450 477 523 125.3
Retail Selling
a. Sales clerk 172 179 191 38.1
b. Sales attendant 27 29 31 7.1
c. Salesperson, general 80 81 84 12.4
d. Salesperson, dry goods 34 38 40 10.0
e. Salesperson, furniture 20 22 24 6.4
f. Salesperson, gen hardw 15 17 18 4.8
g. Salesperson, men-boys
clothing 6 6 6 0.6
h. Salesperson, parts 29 29 30 4.0
1. Salesperson, TV and appl 4 3 3 0.7
j. Salesperson, women and
girls clothing 23 25 26 5.6
Sub-total 410 429 453 88.3
Not Grouped
a. Financial salesman^ 1 1 1 0.1
b. Advertising man^ 3 4 5 2.5
Sub-total 4 5 6 2.6
Total 2468 2564 2721 525.1
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The job titles categorized under the possible and existing courses
were established by other occupational surveys and meetings with the ad
ministration and staff oE the North Iowa Area Community College.
Business and industry service occupational division
The enumeration in Table 2 indicated the need of the Business and
Industry service occupational division with a total of 525.1 persons
needed to be trained by September, 1971. This was the second largest need
indication of the five occupational divisions.
Within this division, the possible course of Mid-Management Marketing
in the Sales occupational group had the largest indicated need with 125.3.
In the Sales occupational group, the Retail Selling course was second
with 88«3 people needed. In the Office occupational group the possible
courses of General Accounting, Secretarial Science, and General Clerical
followed with the training needs of 81.4, 80.3, and 75.3, respectively.
The possible courses of Programmer and Punch Card Accounting in the Data
Processing occupational group had the smallest indicated need for training
within the division with 21,1 and 20.5, respectively.
i
Secretary was the job title showing the greatest indicated training
need by September, 1971, with 55.1. Other job titles with a large train
ing need were Salesmen (General) with 48.8; Bookkeeper with 41.9; and
Sales Clerk with 38.1.
Engineering and science technician occupational division
Table 3 for the Engineering and science technician occupational di
vision had a total of 378.5 workers indicated as needed to be trained by
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Table 3. Anticipated employment level and need for trained workers by
occupational instructional program and job title - September
1, 1971, for engineering and science technician occupations
Code:
I North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for the job titles
listed below Present number
a. Job titles used of employees
in the survey Sept. 1, 1968
Anticipated
employment
Projected num
ber needed to
be trained by
Sept.1,1971Sept. 1
1969
Sept•1
1971
II. Engineering and Science Technician Occupations
A. Chemical and Allied
1. Chemical Laboratory Technician
B.
a. Chemical lab tech 16 21 27 13.7
Sub-total 16 21 27 13.7
2, Chemical Operator Training
a. Chemical operator 47 53 66 25.6
b. Pharmaceutical-compound
Superv. 2 3 4 2.4
Sub-total 49 56 70 28.0
3, Veterinary Technician
a. Lab tech. vet lU 15 15 2.5
Sub-total 14 15 15 2.5
I*. Not Grouped
a. Superintendent grain
elevator 41 41 44 7.4
b. Inspector, grain mill
prod. (Insp. tech.) 7 7 7 0.7
c. Feed and farm manage
ment advisor 16 16 22 8.2
Sub-total 64 64 73 16.3
Manufacturing and Industrial
1. Machinist, Tool and Die Maker
a. Machinist 21 25 30 12.0
b. Tool and die maker 31 35 37 9.7
c. Inspector, floor 44 53 57 18.7
d. Inspector, gage 6 6 6 0.6
e. Inspector, general 78 79 81 11.1
f. Set-up man (job-setter) 14 17 20 8.0
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Table 3. (Continued)
Code;
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for the job titles Anticipated
listed below Present number employment
of employees
Sept.l, 1968
B.
a. Job titles used
in the survey
Sept.1
1969
Projected num
ber needed to
Sept.! be trained by
1971 Sept.1,1971
1. (Continued)
3.
4.
5.
g. Die setter k 6 8 4.8
h. Heat treater 52 52 52 5.2
d
i. Assembly inspector 5 5 5 0,5
Sub-total 255 27 8 2 96 70.6
Machine Operators Training
a. Machine opr^ 91 96 100 19.0
b. Turret opr 21 21 21 2.1
c. Milling mach opr 57 58 58 6.8
d. Grinding mach opr 62 62 62 6.2
e. Screw mach set-up opr 36 36 36 3.6
f. Drill press opr 153 155 157 19.7
g. Grinder set-up opr^ 4 li 4 0.4
Sub-total 432 438 57.8
Pattern Making
a. Machine molder 35 35 4.5
c. Coremaker 28 29 30 5.0
Sub-tota1 62 64 65 9.5
Industrial Mechanics
a. Maintenance mechanic 52 59 64
CO
1—1
b. Stationary engineer 1 3 3 2.3
Sub-total 53 62 67 20.7
Sheet Metal
a. Lay-out man 3 3 5 2.5
b. Patternmaker, metal 6 6 9 3.9
c. Sheet metal worker 55 75 80 33.0
d. Press opr, sheet metal 50 60 65 21,5
e. Patternmaker, metal bench 1 1 1 0.1
C. Sheetmetal, bench man^ 2 1 3 1.3
Sub-total 117 146 163 62.3
Job titles added by employers.
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Table 3. (Continued)
Code;
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for the job titles Anticipated
listed belcw Present number employment
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept»l
in the survey Sept.l, 1968 1969 1971
Projected num
ber needed to
be trained by
Sept.1,1971
B. 6. Welding
a. Arc welder
b. Combination welder
c. Heliarc welder
50
58
5
52
68
5
56
70
5
11.6
19.0
0.5
Sub-total 113 125 131 31.1
7. Mechanical Technology
a. Metallurgist,Asst.(Tech)
b. Mechanical Eng. (Tech)
c. Draftsman, Mechanical
d. Industrial Engineer Tech
e. Estimator
4
51
42
37
39
4
51
42
37
43
4
52
43
37
45
0.4
6.2
5.3
3.7
10.5
Sub-total 173 177 181 26.1
8. Electrical Technician
a. Electrical technician 11 14 17 7.7
Sub-total 11 14 17 7.7
9. Electronics Technology
a. Electro-mech tech
b. Electronic tech
c. Instrumentation tech
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0.6
0.6
0.6
Sub-total 18 18 18 1.8
10. Architectural Draftsman
a. Draftsman, architect
b. Draftsman, map
c. Draftsman, civil
d. Technical, illustrator
17
11
11
10
20
11
11
10
24
15
11
10
9.4
5.5
1.1
1.0
Sub-total 49 52 60 17.0
11. Not Grouped
a. Rodman^
b. Plastics fabricator^
c. Glassworker^
d. Elevator operator^
9
24
10
3
9
32
10
3
9
32
10
3
0.9
11.2
1.0
0.3
Sub-total 46 54 54 13.4
Total 146it 1578 1675 378.5
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September, 1971, which places it as the third largest of the five divisions.
The greatest needs within the division were found to be in the possible
courses of Machinist (Tool and Die Maker) with 70.6, Sheet Metal with
62.3, and Machine Operators with 57.8, all of which are listed under the
machine and industrial occupational group. The possible courses under the
Chemical and allied occupational were found to have a relatively small in
dicated need when compared to the previously mentioned courses from the
Manufacturing and industrial group. The Chemical operator course with an
28.0 indicated need v;as the largest within the Chemical group.
Sheet Metal Worker with an 33.0 indicated need was the largest among
the job titles in this division with Chemical Operator second with a 25.6
indicated need.
Health service occupational division
The total indicated need of 271.0 in the Health service occupational
division, illustrated in Table 4, places it last in the five divisions.
The possible course of Health Aides had the greatest number to be
trained by September, 1971, with 95.0; Nurse (Associate Degree) followed
in second place in this division with 84.2. The courses ranked third and
sixth, respectively when compared to all possible courses in the five
divisions. Nurse (Licensed Practical) and Medical Assistants followed in
the Health service division showing a need of 39.2 and 38.1 respectively.
Examination of Table 4 revealed that the Cosmetologist job title de
creases ten employees from present to 1971 which creates a negative 7.8
number needed to be trained. This would indicate a surplus of cosmetolog
ists by 1971.
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Table 4. Anticipated employment level and need for trained workers by oc
cupational instructional program and job title - September 1,
1971, for health service occupations
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and Existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated
listed below Present number employment
Projected number
needed to be
a. Job titles of employees
used in survey Sept.l, 1968
Sept.1
1969
Sept.1
1971
trained by .
III. Health Service Occupations
A. Health Occupations
1. Nurse, Assoc Degree
a. Nurse, Assoc.degree 116 153 182 84.2
Sub-total 116 153 182 84.2
2. Nurse, Lie Practical
a. Nurse, lie practical 73 89 102 39.2
Sub-total 73 89 102 39.2
3. Aides (Health)
a. Orderlies and
nurses aides
b» Attendants
571
5
564
5
605
5
94.5
0.5
Sub-total 576 569 610 95.0
4. Medical Assistants
a. Medical assistants
b. Medical secretary
c. Medical records libr
d. Medical record clerk
14
21
8
8
34
25
8
8
35
28
10
8
24.5
9.8
3.0
0.8
Sub-total 51 75 81 38.1
5. Operating Room Technician
a. Surgical technician 15 15 15 1.5
Sub-total 15 15 15 1.5
6. Medical Lab Assist
a« Medical lab assist 15 18 19 5.9
Sub-total 15 18 19 5.9
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Table 4. (Continued)
Code;
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and Existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated Projected number
listed below Present number employment needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
in survey Sept.l, 1968 1969 1971
III-A. (continued)
7. Dental Assist
a. Dental assist 2 3 3 1.3
Sub-total 2 3 3 1.3
8. X-ray Technician
a. X-ray technician 21 21 21 2.1
Sub-total 21 21 21 2.1
9. Occupational Therapy Aide
a. Occup therapy aide 2 h 7 5.7
Sub-total 2 4 7 5.7
10. Inhalation Therapist
a. Inhalation therapist 5 7 7 2.7
Sub-total 5 7 7 2.7
11. Optical Technician
a. Optical tech 3 3 3, 0.3
b. Optician 5 5 5 0.5
Sub-total 8 8 8 0.8
12. Not Grouped
a. Cosmetologist 32 35 22 -7.8
b. Barber^ 7 7 7 0.7
c. Pharmacist^ 6 6 6 0.6
d. Registered nurse^ U 4 4 0.4
e. Physical therapist^ 2 2 2 0.2
f. Physical therapist asst 2 2 2 2 0.2
g. Embalmer^ 2 2 2 0.2
Sub-total 55 58 45 -5.5
£l
Total 939 L02 0 1100 271.0
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Institutional and commercial service occupational division
Data pertaining to the Institutional and commercial service occupa
tional division, given in Table 5, showed a 327.8 indicated training need
by 1971. This ranks fourth largest of the five divisions.
The three greatest indicated needs in the Food Service occupational
group were the possible courses of commercial cooking with 74.8, followed
by Waiter with 72,U- and Host/Cashier with 54.2, The Power Sewing Machine
Operator course in the Textile Occupational group was next largest in
training need with 53.3.
Waiter and Waitress with a 57.3 indicated need, Power Sewing Machine
Operator (Regular Equipment) with 55.1, and Cashier with 45.6 were the job
titles indicating a larger training need than the others within this
division.
Mechanical and machine service occupational division
The largest total indicated training need of the five occupational
divisions with 741,6 was found in the Mechanical and machine service oc
cupational division as illustrated in Table 6.
The possible course of Carpentry with an indicated training need of
168.1, listed under the Construction industry occupational group, was the
largest of any course proposed in the five occupational divisions. The
Automotive course with an indicated need of 86.1 in the Automotive and
Diesel group and the possible course of Heavy Equipment Operator with a
77.2 need in the Construction group were second and third largest, re
spectively, within this division.
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Table 5. Anticipated employment level and need for trained workers by
occupational instructional program and job title - September 1,
1971, for institutional and commercial service occupations
Code: ^ ,
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated Projected number
listed below Present number employment aeeded to be
a. Job titles used of employees Septol Sept.l trained by Sept.l
in survey Sept.l, 1968 1969 1971
IV. Institutional and Commercial Service Occupations
A. Food Service
1. Commercial Cooking
a. Executive chef 6 10 15 10.5
b. Chef 7 7 7 0.7
c. Cook 91 98 105 24.5
d. Cook's helper 57 63 70 20.0
e. Manager, food estab 30 31 34 7.4
f. Asst.Manager, 18 22 27 11.7
Sub-total 209 231 258 74.8
2. Commercial baking
a. Baker 10 10 10 1,0
b. Bakery helper 2 2 2 0.2
Sub-total 12 12 12 1.2
3. Meat Cutting
a. Meat cutter (butcher) 32 33 35 6.5
b. Butcher apprentice^ 1 1 1 0.1
Sub-total 33 34 36 6,6
4. Host and Cashier Training
a. Host 5 7 11 7.1
b. Hostess 15 15 15 1.5
c. Cashier 82 94 116 45.6
Sub-total 102 116 142 54.2
5. Waiter Training
a. Waiter and waitress 298 306 323 57.3
b. Busboy 17 17 20 5.0
c. Kitchen helper 59 62 65 12,5
d. Bellhop 9 6 6 -2.4
Sub-total 383 391 414 72.4
Job titles added by employers.
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Table 5. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Icwa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles
listed below Present number-
Anticipated Projected number
needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees
in survey Sept. 1, 1968
Sept.1
1969
Sept.1
1971
trained by Sept
A. (Continued)
6. Retail
a. Grocery stock clerk 55 65 72 24.2
b. Meat wrapper 15 17 17 3.7
c« Produce (helper) 36 37 35 2.5
Sub-total 106 119 124 30,4
7. Not Grouped
a. Dairy tester 8 7 7 -0,3
b. Dairy processor opr^ 2 2 2 0.2
c. Bartender 30 30 32 5.2
d. Maid^ 14 15 15 2.5
Sub-total 54 54 56 7.6
B. Textiles
1. Power Sew Mach Opr
a. Pcwr sew mach opr
al1-around 15 11 12 -1.8
b. Powr sew mach opr
regular equipment 144 175 181 55.1
Sub-total 159 186 193 53.3
2. Tailoring
a. Master tailor 4 9 11 8.1
b. Alteration tailor 8 8 7 -0.3
c. Alteration lady^ 1 1 1 0.1
d. Dressmaker 6 6 6 0.6
Sub-total 19 24 25 8.5
3. Upholsterer
a. Upholsterer, assembly line 10 11 14 5.4
b. Upholsterer cutter 5 6 6 1.6
c. Furniture upholsterer 4 4 5 1.5
Sub-total 19 21 25 8.5
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Table 5. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Coraraunity College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated
listed belcw Present number employment
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
in survey Sept. 1, 1968 1969 1971
B. (Continued)
Not grouped
a. Dry clean mach opr 9
b. Steam press opr 37
c. Sewing mach opr, auto
matic 2
Sub-total
Total
48
1144
Projected number
needed to be
10 11 3.1
37 40 7.0
2 2 0.2
49 53 10.3
1237 1338 327.8
Table 6, Anticipated employment level and need for trained workers by
occupational instructional program and job title - September 1,
1971, for mechanical and machine service occupations
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated
listed below Present number employment
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept.l
in survey Sept. 1, 1968 1969 1970
V. Mechanical and Machine Service Occupations
A. Automotive and Diesel
I.
Projected number
needed to be
trained by Sept.l
Automotive
a. Auto mechanic 102 124 137 48.7
b. Auto tune-up mech 22 24 26 6.6
c. Front-end align man 9 10 12 4.2
d. Transmission mech 9 14 15 7.5
e. Brakeman, auto 7 7 8 1.8
f. Auto air cond mech 8 8 8 0.8
g. Auto parts man 44 50 55 16.5
Sub-total 201 237 261 86.1
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Table 6. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
Proposed and existing
courses to train work-
1.
ers for job titles
listed below Present number
Anticipated
employment
Projected number
needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees
in survey Sept.l, 1968
Sept.1
1969
Sept.1
197 1
trained by
• (Continued)
2. Auto Body Repair
a. Auto body repair 26 34 38 15.8
b. Auto spray painter 8 10 10 3.0
Sub-total 34 44 48 18.8
3. Auto Servicing
a. Auto serv stat attend 48 43 46 2.6
b. Auto maint mech 6 8 10 5.0
c. Tire repairer 36 34 36 3.6
Sub-total 90 85 92 11.2
4. Agricultare Equipment
a. Tractor mech 18 18 20 4,0
b. Gas engine repair 1 2 3 2.3
c. Diesel mech 7 10 11 5.1
d. Transmission mech 1 1 1 0.1
e. Fuel inject serviceman 2 2 2 0.2
f. Heavy equip mech 29 32 36 10,6
g- Construe equip mech 8 10 12 5.2
h. Mech maint man 18 20 21 5.1
i. Farm equip mech 10 11 13 4.3
Sub-total 94 106 119 36.9
5, Not grouped
a. Tractor-trailer truck dr 139 152 161 38.1
b. Light truck driver 50 49 49 3.9
c. Truck driver-heavy^ 77 82 89 20.9
d. Taxi-driver^ 14 20 20 8.0
Sub-total 280 303 319 70.9
A.
Job titles added by employers.
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Table 6. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
Ic Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles
listed below Present number
a. Job titles used of employees
in survey Sept. 1, 1968
Anticipated
employment
Projected number
needed to be
Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
1969 1971
B. Construction Industry
1. Heavy Equip Operator
2.
4.
5.
a. Heavy equip opr 1U8 161 180 50.0
b. Bulldozer opr 40 43 48 12.8
c. Dragline opr 22 25 27 7.7
d. Power shovel opr 10 10 10 1.0
e. Farm equip opr 2 4 7 5.7
Sub-total 222 243 272 77.2
Carpentry
a. Carpenter, foreman 55 69 80 33.0
b. Carpenter 269 309 359 125.9
c. Floor layer 1 2 2 1.2
d. Roofer 11 12 15 5.5
e. House repairman 14 15 15 2.5
Sub-total 350 407 471 168,1
Plumbing
a. Plumber 67 74 75 15.5
b. Pipe fitter 10 11 11 2.1
Sub-total 77 85 86 17.6
Painting
a. Painter, spray 42 42 44 6.4
b. Painter 50 63 74 31.4
Sub-total 92 105 118 37.8
Electrician
a. Electrician 56 65 74 25.4
b. Lineman (phone and gas) 11 15 16 6.6
c. Telephone switchman 9 11 11 3.1
Sub-total 76 91 101 35.1
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Table 6. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1« Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles
listed below Present number
a. Job titles used of employees
in survey Sept.l, 1968
Anticipated
employment
Projected number
needed to be
Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
1969 1971
B. (Continued)
6. Brick/Concrete Training
7.
C.
a. Bricklayer, mason 28 38 44 20.4
b. Concrete foreman 20 21 22 4.2
c. Concrete batch-mix
foreman 4 4 4 0.4
d. Cone mixer opr 7 7 7 0.7
e. Cone mixing truck driver 2 6 27 27 3.7
f. Cone paving mach opr 1 3 3 2.3
g. Form setter^ 2 4 4 2.4
h. Concrete finisher^ 5 7 7 2.7
Sub-total 93 111 118 36.8
Not Grouped
a. Laborer, constr 166 208 243 101.3
b. Structural steel worker 17 18 19 3-9
c. Janitor 32 33 33 4.3
d« Plasterer 5 4 4 -0.6
e. Rigger 3 3 3 0.3
f. Cleaning lady 5 5 5 0,5
g. Grounds keeper 1 1 1 0.1
Sub-total 229 272 308 109.8
rinting. Publishing and Allied Industry
Photo Offset Printing
a. Foreman, print shop 13 13 13 1.3
b. Off-set pressman 9 U 12 4.2
c. Job printer 7 8 9 2.9
d. Photoengraver 10 10 11 2.1
e. Photographer(litho) 6 6 6 0.6
f. Photographer (news) 7 7 7 0.7
g. Multilith opr 1 1 1 O.I
h. Folding mach opr 3 3 3 0.3
i. Commercial art (illus) 4 5 6 2.6
k. Art lay-out man 5 5 5 0.5
Sub-total 65 69 73 15.3
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Table 6. (Continued)
Code;
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated Projected number
listed below Present number employment needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
in survey Sept.l, 1968 1969 1971
C. (Continued)
Letter Press Printing
Platen and lettera.
D.
pressman 17 17 17 1.7
b. Linotype opr 24 20 20 -2.0
c. Compositor (typographer) 32 32 34 5.4
d. Bookbinder 4 5 5 1.5
e. Linotype machinist 5 4 4 -0.6
Sub-total 82 78 80 6.0
3. Not grouped
a. Collator opr 1 1 1 0.1
b. Cutter opr 1 1 1 0.1
c. Reporter 31 31 31 3.1
d. Announcer 15 15 16 2.6
e. Control room tech 13 13 13 1.3
Sub-total 61 61 62 7.2
Service Industry
1. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
a. Refrig mechanic 1 1 1 0.1
b. Air cond mech, commerc 3 3 5 2.5
c. Air cond mech, domestic 4 4 5 1.5
d. Furnace installer-repair 13 13 15 3.5
e. Refrig specialist^ 2 2 2 0.2
Sub-total 23 23 28 7.8
2. Electronics Service
a. TV and Radio service
and repair 5 5 5 0.5
b. Electronic mech 8 6 7 -0.3
c. Electrical appl repair 8 9 9 1.9
d. Instrument repairman 2 2 2 0.2
Sub-total 23 22 23 2.3
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Table 6. (Continued)
Code:
I. North Iowa Area Community College Occupational Division
A. Occupational Group
1. Proposed and existing
courses to train work
ers for job titles Anticipated Projected number
listed belcw Present number emplo3rment needed to be
a. Job titles used of employees Sept.l Sept.l trained by Sept.l
in survey Sept.l, 1968 1969 1971
D. (Continued)
3. Small Machine Repair
a. Office roach service 5 6 6 1.6
b. Vending mach repair 1 1 1 0.1
Sub-total 6 7 7 1.7
Not Grouped
a. Watch repairman 1 1 1 0.1
b. Cabinetmaker 1 1 2 1.2
c. Gemologist^ 1 1 1 0.1
d. Utility raan^ 2 2 2 0.2
e. Installation man 6 6 9 3.9
f. Awning installer^ 11 0 0 -11.0
g- Motion-picture proj® 5 5 5 0.5
Sub-total 27 16 20 1
o
Total 2125 2365 2606 741.6
Proposed courses in the Printing, Publishing and Allied Industry,
and the Service Industry occupational groups showed the least indicated
need of the four groups within the division.
Carpenter showed the largest indicated need among the job titles in
all five divisions with 125.9, Laborer (Construction) was second with a
need of 101.3.
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Present Number of Employees, Current Job Vacancies as of Sep
tember 1, 1968, and Formal In-Plant Training and Supply of
Trained Workers by Job Titles
In Tables 7 - 18, tabulation by job titles presented the current
number of employees and current job vacancies as of September, 1968, as
well as the formal in-plant training and supply of trained workers for
each occupational area. The wide variation in many job titles between the
number needed to be trained and the number engaged in in-plant training
indicates the need for additional training programs.
Automotive and diesel occupational area
Table 7 presented data by job titles for the Automotive and Diesel
Occupational area. Automobile Mechanic had the greatest number of cur
rent vacancies with 13; while Tractor-Trailer Truck driver vacancies
numbered 12.
The greatest number of current trainees with three each was reported
for Automobile Mechanic and Tire Repairman. Automobile Mechanic and
Truck Driver - Heavy accumulated the largest number planned for formal in-
plant training with two each planned by September, 1969, and with two
each planned by September, 1971.
Job titles in which short supplies were noted by more than half of the
employers reporting were: Automobile Mechanic, Front End Alignment Man,
Transmission Mechanic, Automotive Parts Man, Automobile Body Repairman,
Farm Equipment Mechanic, Diesel Mechanic, Tractor-Trailer Truck Driver, and
Farm Equipment Operator,
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The three job titles having training programs sufficient to fill current
vacancies were: Automotive Parts Man, Tractor Mechanic, and Gasoline Engine
Repairman (2- and 4-cycle).
Chemical and allied occupational area
The Chemical and Allied occupational area tabulation was reported in
Table 8. Four of the seven current vacancies listed were for Chemical
Laboratory Technician.
Superintendent (Grain Elevator) listed the largest number of current
trainees with four and also the largest number planned for formal in-plant
training with four planned by September, 1969, and five planned by
September, 1971.
The only job title designated as being in short supply by more than
half of the employers was Chemical-Laboratory Technician.
Construction occupational area
Illustrated in Table 9 were data for the Construction occupational
area as of September, 1968. A total of 115 current vacancies existed in
the occupational area with only 39 current trainees.
Only three job titles had training programs sufficient to fill current
vacancies: Pipe Fitter, Heavy Equipment Mechanic, and Construction Equip
ment Mechanic.
The greatest number of vacancies were listed in the job titles of
Carpenter with 29, Construction Laborer with 15, and Plumber with 13.
Fourteen job titles; Carpenter Foreman, Carpenter, Floor Layer,
Plumber, Pipe Fitter, Bricklayer (Mason), Electrician, House Repairman,
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Lineman, Construction Laborer, Structural Steel Worker, Sheet Metal Bench
Man, Form Setter and Concrete Finisher were considered to be in short sup
ply by more than half of the employers reporting these titles.
Data processing occupational area
The Data Processing occupational area was reported in Table 10. Only
four current vacancies were listed; three Programmers and one Systems
Analyst.
Job titles showing the largest numbers for formal in-plant training
were Digital Computer operator with five current trainees and five planned
by September, 1969; Keypunch Operators with four current trainees and with
three planned by September, 1969, and three planned by September, 1971.
No job title was indicated as being in short supply by more than half
of the employers.
Food service occupational area
Data for the Food Service occupational area were enumerated in Table
11. Only Cook, Waiter and Waitress job titles were listed by more than half
of the employers reporting them as being in short supply.
The job titles Waiter and Waitress, Assistant Manager Food Establish
ment, and Maid were noted as not having sufficient current trainees for cur
rent vacancies. A total of 44 current vacancies existed in this occupational
area with 59 current trainees.
Health occupational area
Presented in Table 12 were data showing a total of 78 current vacancies
and 95 current trainees for the Health occupational area.
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The job titles of Associate Degree Nurse, Licensed Practical Nurse,
Orderlies and Nurse Aides, Medical Assistant, Medical Laboratory Assistant,
Medical Secretary, Medical Record Librarian, Occupational Therapy Aide,
and Inhalation Therapist did not have sufficient training programs to meet
current vacancies.
The greatest number of current trainees occurred in the job titles of
Cosmetologist with 60, X-Ray Technician with 16, and Orderlies and Nurses
Aides with 15.
Only the three job titles of Associate Degree Nurse, Licensed Practical
Nurse, and Medical Secretary were considered in short supply by more than
half of the employers reporting them.
Machine and industrial occupational area
Figures for the Machine and Industrial occupational area were reported
in Table 13. The job title of Plastics Fabricator had six current vacancies
with the next greatest number being shared by the job titles of Electrical
Technician and Architectural Draftsman with four each. Machine Operator
and Plastics Fabricator were the job titles indicated as being in short
supply by more than .half of the employers reporting them.
Only five job titles listed more current vacancies than current train
ees. The job titles were: Press Operator - Sheet Metal, Arc Welder, Elec
trical Technician, Architectural Draftsman, and Plastics Fabricator.
Office occupational area
Table 14 illustrated the current job vacancies, as of September, 1968,
for Secretary as having the greatest number with five, and showed six current
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trainees. The job title of Bookkeeper had the largest current trainees
with ten while reporting the second highest current vacancies with four.
Licensed Administrator, Statement Clerk, and Ward Clerk were the
only job titles that listed more than half of the employers reporting
them as being short in supply of trained workers.
Printing, publishing and allied occupational area
The Printing, Publishing and Allied occupational area was presented
in Table 15. Shortages were indicated in 11 o£ the 20 job titles by half
or more of the employers listing them.
A total of six current vacancies existed in the occupational area with
28 current trainees. Linotype Operator had the largest number of current
trainees of the job titles with 14 and also the largest number of trainees
with lU planned by September, 1969, and 14 planned by September, 1971-
Sales occupational area
Information found in Table 16 for the Sales occupational area indi
cated 32 current vacancies and 37 current trainees.
The largest number of current vacancies was six for the General Sales
man job title with only one current trainee. The greatest number of current
and planned trainees occurred in the Salesman-Driver job title with five
current, five planned for September, 1969, and five planned for September,
1971. Also, the Salesman-Driver job title had the largest number of em
ployers indicating it as having a shortage in the supply of trained workers.
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Service occupational area
As found in Table 17, 11 of the 18 job titles for the Service occupa-
tional area were indicated as being in short supply by more than half of
the employers listing the job title. The Furnace Installer and Repair
man (Hot Air) job title had the highest number of current vacancies with
three and also the highest number of current trainees with two. Only five
job titles listed formal in-plaiit training programs.
A total of seven current vacancies existed in the occupational area
with five in current training.
Textile occupational area
Table IS, showed 18 current vacancies and 39 current trainees for
the Textile occupational area. The largest number of current vacancies
occurred in the job title of Sewing Machine Operator (Regular Equipment)
with 14. This job title also had the greatest number of current trainees
with 22 and the greatest number of planned trainees with ten planned by
September, 1969, and 25 planned by September, 1971. Only three of the 12
job titles listed had no formal in-plant training program.
Six of the 12 job titles showed at least half of the employers listing
the titles indicated a short supply of trained workers.
Summary
The findings are summarized in the following statements:
1. The semi-skilled, skilled, and technical workers employed as of
September, 1968, were identified as 8140 people.
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2, Current job vacancies totaled 418 for the occupations identified
in the study. The number of job vacancies indicated a potential
increase of employees of approximately five percent.
3. The projected increase in employees from September, 1968, to
September, 1969, was computed to be nearly eight percent. When
projected from September, 1968, to September, 1971, the increase
was 16 percent.
The number of workers expected to complete formal in-plant
training decreased from 429 in 1968 to 249 in 1971.
5. The projected need for additional trained persons by September,
1971, was approximately 28 percent of the number of persons em
ployed in 1968.
6. More than half of the employers responding to each job title re
ported that for 40 percent of the jobs, workers are in short
supply.
7^
CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION
The objectives of this study were: (1) to determine the number and
kind of semi-skilled, skilled, and technical workers that were employed in
the North Iowa Area Community College District in September, 1968; (2) to
determine the number of workers that each employer anticipates he will
employ by job titles, for September, 1969, and September, 1971; (3) to
compute worker turnover; (4) to ascertain the number of vacancies for
each occupational area by job titles as of September, 1968; (5) to ascer
tain formal in-plant training; and (6) to secure an estimation of the
availability of trained workers for each job title.
The following comments are observations by the author on various as
pects of this research.
The computation of worker turnover per year in each occupational area
by job title was not used in the tabulation of the findings because the
employers gave a limited response to this item.
When it was apparent from the raw data that the worker turnover item
was not being completed by the employers, several spot checks with em
ployers were made to determine the reason for the lack of response. The
larger employers stated that they had either no way of determining worker
turnover for each job title or they could not determine worker turnover
without great expense. They, therefore, felt they could not justify the
value of this action. The smaller employers stated they could, in most
cases, determine worker turnover but did not include the figures sincc
they were based on one or two employees and were either zero or 100 per
cent worker turnover.
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Based on the preceding, the author assumed the use of the worker
turnover item would have produced misleading information. It was not used
in the tabulation of the data. However, a method determining worker turn
over was considered necessary for projecting the number of workers to be
trained. Therefore, the ten percent replacement rate for the three years,
1968-1971, was determined using the Department of Labor working life
tables for Iowa as a guide. The guide showed an approximate annual re
placement rate of about three percent for both males and females and in
cluded the number of employees leaving employraent due to death, retire
ment, and promotion. Thus, the projected need number used in this re
search was calculated by taking ten percent of the 1971 estimated em
ployraent and adding this figure to the difference of the current 1968 and
the projected 1971 employment for each job title. This number was con
sidered by the author to represent a trend in the need and not the specific
number of workers needed.
It is felt that this method produced a conservative estimate. This
was considered reasonable because only approximately 60 percent of the
employers returned the questionnaires and there was no evidence to believe
that the remaining 40 percent would reverse the trend of the responding em
ployers .
Also, the numbers of needed trained workers would indeed appear con
servative when compared to other surveys of this type in which a replace
ment rate of ten percent per year had been used.
In addition, the author felt there was a reluctance by the employers
to predict needs over a three year period. This was shown by the projected
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ea.ployee increase of eight percent for 1968-1969, compared to the increase
o£ only 16 percent for 1968-1971. As a result, the projections made by
this study appear conservative.
Some employers did not estimate projected employment (although the
instructions gave a basis for which they could do so) though they did
indicate employees currently holding that job title. When this occurred,
the author predicted that current employment for that job title would remain
constant through the projected time period provided that the total employ
ment figures for the firm, as reported by the employers, remained constant
or increased during the projected time period. This prediction was made
in order to provide stable employment data for job titles since total
business employment data would remain stable or increase. Although this
was approximately ten percent of the responding employers, the ones indicat
ing overall growth but not an individual job title growth would certainly
have affected the results of certain job titles.
The basis for using employers with four or more employees was the
availability of a mailing list from the Employment Security Commission.
Since time and money were saved in using this list, as opposed to construct
ing a new or additional list, the author felt justified in using this
selected population approach. In addition, the author believed that some
good will and rapport had been established with the employers that employ
four to approximately 25 employees by including them in a large survey of
this type.
The author's belief was established by examining their comments. TVo
examples of these typical comments are; "I feel I am an essential part of
11
the industrial community for this area" and "X am grateful to have an
opportunity to contribute my needs, when usually only the needs of the
large companies are considered."
One of the purposes of this research was to provide a systematic
method of determining the need for trained workers. The follcwing informa
tion was provided by the author to illustrate suggested procedures.
In Table 19, Appendix E, page 155, is outlined the major industrial
areas and the encompassing Standard Industrial Codes along with a listing
of the job titles found in each industrial area. Standard Industrial codes
were obtained from the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1967.
All establishments were classified by type of activity in which they were
engaged and were assigned a four digit code. The X's in the Standard Indus
trial Codes in the table represented the digit range 0 through 9. For
example, the code 14XX for Mining represented all establishments with
codes included in the range l^iOO through 1499.
Table 19, Appendix E, page 155 , provided the industrial classifica
tion and the job titles that may be found in a particular industrial group.
By working back from a job title or group of job titles, a list of those
industries that have this title may be determined for a detailed job title
study.
By using the job title approach, many of the employers employing
workers for the job title could be contacted, while those employers not
employing workers for the job title would not be bothered by the survey.
This approach eliminates the guess factor in determining where a job
title may be found in industry.
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The enumeration in Table 19, page 119 , Appendix E, provided another
basis in which this research could be repeated in segments by surveying
one Standard Industrial Classification category at a time. This would
simplify the questionnaire form since only those job titles found in the
category surveyed need be used.
The enumeration in Table 19 may be used as a basis for the frequency
and extent of future research of this type. For example, this may be done
by more frequently examining those areas in which fluctuations in projected
employment growth occur as illustrated by the Groceries and Related
Products under the Wholesale Trade industrial area, where the employment
fluctuates from 46 in 1968 to 48 in 1969 to 45 in 1971.
Table 19 enumeration provided information as to what types of businesses
and industry are concentrated in the survey area and where the greatest
projected growth is expected to occur.
The author believed that the information provided by Table 19 as
outlined above would streamline the method of determining the need for
trained workers, whether the information is needed for a specific job
title or all jobs in an industrial area.
This research was based on those employers who employ four or more em
ployees within the North Iowa Area Community College District; therefore,
the findings should not be generalized beyond the North Iowa Area Com
munity College District. Also, the limitation on size of employers would
restrict the findings in such areas as Doctor's offices. Dentist's offices
and small repair shops.
Job titles added by employers are limited in the overall findings as
they may not have been added by all employers employing workers in the
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job title.
Since the findings were based upon 57.6 percent questionnaire return,
the findings are limited in the scope of the information that would have
been provided by a larger return.
Also, since the area surveyed by this research did not encocapass the
entire North Iowa Area Community College merged-area, the information that
would have been provided by the missed area would have some effect on the
findings. The State Department of Public Instruction officials from which
this research was funded, believed that the survey should follow county
lines within the merged area. The area not included in the survey was ap
proximately that of one county and included the towns of Belmond and Greene
Since the towns are among the largest in the merged-area, the author be
lieves the findir^s would have shown the greatest influence in the auto
motive, chemical, sales and service areas due to the rural situation of
the non-included area.
Another purpose of this study was to obtain data which would aid in
the development and establishment of appropriate curricula to serve the
needs of North Iowa Area Community College District businesses, industries,
and citizens. After examinlr^ the findings the author believed this re
search showed need to provide job-cluster vocational-technical programs in
the following areas, based on the number needed to be trained by September
1, 1971.
Normally, funds and facilities will be limited, therefore, it is
necessary that sound decisions be made when initiating training programs.
Thus, the following list is shown according to priority with the most
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essential programs listed first. Table 22, Appendix E, page 188, provides
additional information and programs.
needed vocational technical programs
Existing programs
Automotive
Nurse, Associate Degree
Nurse, Practical
Agr icu1tura1 Equ i pment
Suggested programs
Carpentry
Mid-management Marketir^
Health Aides
Retail Selling
General Accounting
Secretarial Service
Heavy Equipment Operator
General Clerical
Commercial Cooking
Waiter Training
Machinist, Tool and Die Maker
Sheet Metal
Machine Operator Training
Host and Cashier Training
Power Sewing Machine Operator
Medical assistants
Painting
Brick/concrete training
Electrician
Welding
Retail Food
Chemical Operator
Mechanical Technology
In addition, the Construction Laborer and Tractor-Trailer Truck Driver
job titles could not be appropriately grouped into job-cluster vocational-
technical programs• However, it may be possible for their inclusion within
a suggested program or to be offered as a single-skill occupational train
ing program.
The suggested programs, for example, appear consistent with the
findings on job vacancies, where approximately one-half of the vacancies
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occurred in the Construction and Health occupational areas. In additJ-on,
when the 60 trainees of the Cosmetologist job title was subtracted from
the total of 95 trainees in the Health area, the lack of formal in-plant
training was apparent in the other job titles in the Health area.
The author feels the findings of this study provided sufficient evi
dence to show that the board of directors of the North Icwa Area Community
College should fully investigate offering vocational-technical programs
to provide trained workers to fill jobs in the areas needed by employers.
The need for trained workers was substantial and the findings showed
additional trainir^ programs are needed to provide an additional 25 per
cent more workers needed by industry over three years- During this timej
workers that would have been provided by formal in-plant training would
decrease from an already inadequate output. Post trained employees being
hired away from the employer giving the training, causing employers to
abandon the training program, may be attributed to this decrease. This
indicates that trained workers will have to be provided by educational in
stitutions .
The findings of this study should be one of many factors taken into
account by the board of directors and the administrative staff of the
North Iowa Area Community College in determining the priority of the voca
tional-technical programs offered by the school.
The author feels that no training program should be started without
first examining the supply of students that are interested and available
for that program since training programs need students. For example, a food
service program failed at the North Iowa Area Community College after two
years due to lack of student interest in this type of program®
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Many occupations that indicate a heed are low paying occupations and
the author believes employers would not pay a premium for workers that
have had training in those occupational areas; therefore, it would not be
an advantage to the worker to have this training when no compensation or
recognition would be enjoyed by the worker. The author feels, for example,
the skills acquired by a tire repairman training program would not be more
valuable than the skills learned at on-the-job training with the employer.
The author believes that the gradual economic shift from an agri
cultural to an industrial environment in Iowa will continue in the future
as it has in the past, thereby affecting the employment in the area covered
by this study. The trends indicated by this study may become misleading
when planning vocational-technica1 programs. Since planning new programs
should be a continuous process, the author feels a similar study should be
conducted when this study becomes dated.
The author learned that some job titles have descriptions that are
too specific for the actual jobs that employees were holding. This was a
problem when employers were completing the forms. The author believes that
a group of specific job titles listed under a general job title heading to
form a job-cluster would be an advantage to the employer because it would
be easier to identify a group occupation rather than detailed titles. This
approach would simplify the questionnaire form.
The author feels that less material sent with the questionnaire form
would help keep the respondent from being overwhelmed. It might also
facilitate a better response of essential information. The information
sheet could be eliminated, the job descriptions should be condensed to a
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maximum of one page for each industrial area, and the instructions should
be incorporated on the questionnaire form.
In this study a duplicate questionnaire was sent along with the second
follow-up letter. The author observed that the response after the second
follow-up appeared to be almost as great as the response that followed
the initial mailing. This second response was much greater than the re
sponses occurring after only a follow-up letter. The author believes that
this approach was worth the additional time and expense involved and all
follow-up letters should include the questionnaire fonno
The Employment Security Commission has much employment data available
to them on a regular basis. The many educational institutions have conducted
surveys concerning various types of occupations. The author believes that
research could and should be conducted to facilitate cooperation, and work
out the specific mechanical details that would be encountered in providing
information on a uniform state-wide basis at regular intervals. The author
believes that with the use of computers and the enlistment of cooperating
employers, educational institutions, and governmental agencies, the informa
tion could be available in a minimum of time with a minimum of effort.
Based on the findings of this study, the author feels the following
suggestions are justified.
1. The board of directors of the North Iowa Area Community College
should fully investigate offering job-cluster vocational«technical
programs in carpentry, mid-management marketing, health aides, re
tail selling, general accounting, secretarial service, heavy equip
ment operator, general clerical, commercial cooking, waiter train-
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ing, machinist (tool and die maker), sheet metal, machine opera
tors, host and cashier training, power sewing machine operator,
medical assistants, painting, brick/concrete training, electri
cian, welding, retail food, and chemical operator.
2. Additional in-depth studies should be made o£ the programs that
are to be considered to determine the knowledge and skills Eelt
important by the prospective employers.
3. It is suggested that studies be made to determine the interest of
high school students in proposed vocational-technical programs.
4. Studies should be made to determine whether a training program
would be advantageous to the worker in terms of wages, recogni
tion, and employment opportunities.
5. It is suggested that this type of research be repeated within the
next five years with the following changes:
a. The research should be conducted in segments using the
classification of industry by Standard Industrial Codes
along with the job titles.
b. Some of the job titles should be grouped to form job-clusters.
c. A simplified questionnaire form should be used and less
material should be sent with it.
d. Each follow-up should include another questionnaire form.
6. It is suggested that research should be undertaken to develop a
method to provide the area schools with information similar to this
study on a uniform state-wide basis at regular intervals.
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY
The development of the area school in Iowa through legislative ac
tion has created a need for data on which to base the development of vo
cational, technical and adult education programs at these schools.
The purpose of this study was to determine need and develop pri
orities for the development of North Iowa Area Community College pro
grams based on its area employers' needs. The objectives of this study
were:
1. To determine the number and kind of semi-skilled, skilled, and
technical workers that were employed in the North Iowa Area
Community College District in September, 1968.
2* To determine the number of workers that each employer anticipates
he will employ by job titles for September, 1969, and September,
1971.
3. To compute worker turnover based on death, retirement, other
employment and promotion per year in each occupational area
by job title.
4. To ascertain the number of vacancies for each occupational area
by job titles as of September, 1968.
5. To ascertain the amount of formal in-plant training and the
projected number of trainees in each occupational area by job
title.
6. To secure estimates by employers of the availability of
trained persons for each job title.
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A mail survey of the 1208 employers who employed four or more enn
ployees in the North Iowa Area Community College District was used in thLS
research. The list of employers was secured from the Employment Security
Commission through the Research Coordinating Unit of the Department of
Public Instruction.
Each questionnaire listed, according to the Dictionary of Occupation
al Titles, code numbers and job titles most often found in each of ten
industrial categories.
The largest number of job titles were represented in the Machine and
Industry industrial category with U2o The fewest job titles were represent
ed in the Chemical industrial category with seven.
The total number of questionnaires returned was 2339 or 57-6 percent
of the U062 questionnaires mailed or delivered. Thirty of the larger
employers were contacted by personal interview and 23 of these firms re
turned questionnaires.
Returned questionnaires varied from a low of 48.2 percent in the
Automotive and Diesel occupational area to a high of 95-0 percent in the
Textile occupational area.
The total number of persons reported on payroll was 13,043 in 1968.
The total number of persons anticipated to be on the payrolls was 13,865
in 1969, and 14,738 in 1971.
In projecting the number of workers to be trained for each job title,
an estimated worker replacement rate of ten percent for the three years was
derived from the Department of Labor's working life tables for Iowa. The
projection number represented a trend rather than a specific number of
workers.
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The anticipated employment level and need for trained workers were
reported by occupational instructional program and job title. These pro
grams were classified according to the North Iowa Area Community College's
five occupational divisions. The divisions were Business and industry
service, Engineering and science technician, Health service, Institutional
and commercial service, and Mechanical and machine service. A summary is
illustrated in Table 21, Appendix E, page 185.
The second largest projected employment need for 1971 with 525.1
was the Business and industry service division. Also, the Mid-management
marketing program with 125.3 showed the second greatest projected need of
all the possible programs in all divisions. Within this division, the
Secretary job title showed the greatest indicated training need for 1971
with 55.1
With a projected need for 1971 of 378.5 workers, the Engineering and
science technician occupational division ranks third largest of the five
divisions. The greatest need within the division in 1971 was found to be
in the possible courses of Machinist (Tool and Die Maker) with 70.6,
Sheet Metal with 62.3, and Machine Operators with 57.8. These programs
ranked thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth, respectively, when compared
to all the possible programs in all divisions. Sheet Metal worker with an
33.0 indicated need was the greatest among the job titles in this division.
The Health service occupational division placed last with a total in
dicated need of 271.0 in 1971, "Rie possible courses of Health Aides with
95.0 and Nurse (Associate Degree) with 84.2 ranked third and sixth, re
spectively, when the indicated need was compared to those of all the
possible courses in the five divisions.
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The Institutional and commercial service occupational division with
a 327.8 indicated training need in 1971 ranked fourth largest of the five
divisions. The greatest indicated needs in this division were the possible
programs of commercial cooking with 74.8 and Waiter Training with 72a4.
These programs ranked eleventh and twelfth, respectively, when the indicated
need was compared to those of all the possible programs in the five di
visions. Waiter with a 57,3 indicated need, Power Sewing Machine Operator
(Regular Equipment) with 55.1, and Cashier with 45.6 were the job titles
indicating a greater training need than the others within this division.
The largest total indicated training need in 1971 of the five divisions
with 741.6 was found in the Mechanical and Machine service occupational
division. The possible course of Carpentry with an indicated training need
of 168.1 was the greatest of any course proposed in the five occupational
divisions. The Automotive course with 86.1 and the Heavy Equipment Operator
with 77.2 ranked fifth and ninth among all the proposed courses. Carpenter
showed the greatest indicated need among the job titles in all five divi
sions with 125.9. Laborer (construction) was second with a need of 101.3.
The current number of employees and current job vacancies as of Sep
tember, 1968, as well as the formal in-plant training and supply of trained
workers were presented for each of the 12 occupational areas by job titles.
The areas were: Automotive and diesel, chemical, construction, data proces
sing, food service, health, machine and industrial, office, printing and
publishing, sales, service and textiles, a summary is illustrated in
Table 22, Appendix E, page 188-
Current employment for the job titles were reported largest in the
Construction, Machine and Industrial, and Office occupational areas with
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1173, 1322, and 1485 employees, respectively. The smallest reported em
ployment was the Stirvice occupational area with 79 employees. Data Proces
sing, Chemical, and Printing and Publishing Eollowed among the lowest cur
rent employment with 119, 1U3, and 208 employees, respectively.
Almost one-half of the 1968 reported 418 job vacancies occurred in
the Construction and Health occupational areas with 115 and 78, respectively.
The least number of reported vacancies occurred in the Data Processing area
with four, followed by Printing and Publishing with six; Chemical and Service
with seven each.
The job titles of Carpenter with 29 vacancies, and Nurse (Associate
Degree) with 28 had at least ten more reported vacancies than any of the
other job titles. Other job titles that had more than ten vacancies re
ported were Practical Nurse, Nurses Aides, Construction Laborer, Waiter,
Sewing Machine Operator (Regular Equipment), Plumber, Automobile Mechanic,
and Tractor-Trailer Truck Driver.
The Health occupational area had the largest reported formal in-plant
trainees with 95 in 1968, Approximately 50 percent of the reported
trainees for 1968 are included in the Health, Food Service, and Office oc
cupational areas. The anticipated formal in-plant trainees in 1969 de
creased in all the occupational areas with the exception of the Sales area
which remained the same. The largest decrease in trainees was anticipated
in the Food Service occupational area.
Anticipated formal in-plant trainees for 1971 decreased from the 19^8
trainees in all but the Chemical, and Machine and Industrial occupational
areas which increase by three and one trainees, respectively. Also, the
Construction, Food Service, Printing and Publishing, and Textiles areas
reported an anticipated increase in trainees from 1969 to 1971.
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Among the job titles, Cosmetologist had the largest formal training
program with 60 trainees reported in 1968- Other job titles that reported
14 to 22 trainees in 1968 were Sewing Machine Operator (Regular Equipment),
Carpenter, X-ray Technician, Tool and Die Maker, Linotype Operator, Stock
Clerk, and Waiter.
The findings are generalized in the following:
1. Employees were identified as 8140 for the job titles used in
the study.
2. The number of job vacancies for the occupations identified in the
study indicated a potential increase of employees of approximately
five percent-
3. The projected increase in employees from 1968 to 1969 was computed
to be nearly eight percent. When projected from 1968 to 1971
the increase was 16 percent.
4. The number of workers expected to complete formal in-plant train
ing decreased from 429 in 1968 to 24-9 in 1971.
5. The projected need for additional trained persons by 1971 was ap
proximately 28 percent of the number of persons employed in 1968.
6. More than half of the employers responding to each job title re
ported that for 40 percent of the jobs, workers are in short supply.
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APPENDIX A. COVER LETTER, INSTRUCTIONS, QUESTIONNAIRES,
AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS
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NORTH IOWA AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
220 EAST STATE STREET / MASON CITY, IOWA 50401
November 6, 1968
Your Community College
Needb Vour Assistance
to Determine Curriculum
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. Wllliom McAllister
Dr. F. J. Linr)
Dr. Byron Greimon
Rev, Franklin Klohn
Wllbert Brandou
Kirby Lawlis
Dr. C. A. Block
Max Carter
R. A. Hintiman
Your employment needs are important to us as well as to you, your
employees, and prospective employees Presently, no occupational
basis f?xists ior establishing training and upgrading programs for the
semi-skilled, skilled, technician and other workers in this area.
Information such as this will help determine the types of education
and where this education is needed in this area.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the
stamped, self-addressed envelope at your earliest convenience.
This survey is being assisted by the Iowa Employment Security
Commission, the Research Coordinating Unit of the Iowa Department
ol Public instruction, the North Iowa Area Development Commission,
the Industrial Education Department and the Extension Area Office
oi lowq state University, and the Chambers of Commerce.
Vour assistance will enable us to better serve the educational needs
of the adult beyond high school ige, and in developing programs for
the trnining of persons most needed by you.
ncere yours,
Willi am F Berncr '
Superintendent
Enclosure - Occupational Survey
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Information Concerning North Iowa Area Community College
North Iowa Area Community College is the center of the comprehensive learning activity
below the baccalaureate degree level in all or parts of Butler, Cerro Gordo, Floyd,
1-r.inklin, Hancock, Mitchell, Winnebago, and Wright counties.
As a result of legislative action during the 1965 session, the state was divided into
sixteen areas for the purpose of serving the educational needs of the adult beyond
high school age. A combination of local, state, and federal financing will make it
possible to serve and meet the educational needs of everyone within the area.
The major goal of the college is to provide a flexible educational environment which
will satisfy the needs of those wishing to enter the trades and professions as well as
those who desire specialized training, re-training, enrichment, and for broadening of
skills and knowledges^
North Iowa Area Community College provides inexpensive curriculums and services on
and off campus in
Adult and Continuing Education - with extension and short term courses for the employed
worker in basic, secondary, college, vocational-technical, general education, and high
school completion,
Vocational-Technical - with up to two years of skilled and semi-professional training
for industry and business positions.
Arta and Science - with planned college transfer courses so that students may transfer
to four-year institutions.
Counseling-Student Personnel - with services available for the worker and the student.
Anew program in Agri-Business Marketing will begin in September. The Nursing
Programs will utilize the Floyd County Memorial Hospital facilities this year.
The college owns no buildings but is in the pi .nning stages of campus development.
The occupational needs survey will provide a basis upon which the college may develop
and establish curriculum & h
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AUTOMOTIVE AUD DIFSEL JOB DESCRIPTIONS
uy
D.O.T.
Code Wo.
620.2811 Automobile Mechanic - Repairs motor vehicles, perforrain-? such duties
as disassembling and overhauling engines, transmissions» clutches^
rear ends and other assemblies*
620.381 Automotive Tune-'Up Mechanic - ""erforms minor repair and tune-up of
raotor vehicles,
620.2812 Front End ^lig:nment Man - Alines wheels, axles, frames, torsion bars
and steering mechanisms of automotive vehicles.
620^2813 Transmission Mechanic - Peoairs and installs manual and automatic trans
missions in automotive vehicles*
620.2814 Brakeman. Automobile - Repairs and overhauls brake systems in automo
biles, buses, trucks and other automotive vehicles.
620.2815 Automobile Air Conditlonin<; Mechanic - Installs and repairs automotive
air conditioning units,
620.2816 Automobile Maintenance Mechanic - Inspects, repairs and maintains func
tional parts of automotive equipment.
223.3871 Automotive ^arts M^n - ^rchases, stores and issues snare parts for
automotive equipment. Keeps records of parts received and issued or
sold and inventories parts periodically,
807,381 Automobile Body Repairman - Examines damaged automotive vehicles and
estimates cost of repairs. Repairs or replaces dama!?ed bodies and
body parts,
845.781 Automobile Spray Rainter - Removes old paint from automotive vehicle
or damaged or repaired portion of vehicle and repaints with spray gun,
915.867 Automobile Service Station Attendant - Services automobiles, buses,
trucks and other automotive vehicles with fuel, lubricants and
accessories,
620.2817 Tractor Mechanic - Diagnoses mechanical failures of and repairs trac
tors and tractor components according to manuals, factory specifica
tions and knowledge of engine performances, using handtools, power
tools and testing instruments,
624.281 Farm Equipment Mechanic - Maintains, repairs and overhauls farm machinery,
equipment and vehicles, such as tractors, harvester^, pumps, tilling
equipment, trucks and other mechanized, electrically -ooTrered or motor-
driven equipment, on farms or in farm equipment renair shcns,
625.2811 Gasoline Engine Repairman (2- and 4-cycle) - Pepairs fractional horse
power gasoline engines used to power boats, lawnmowers^ brushsaws^
garden tractors and similar machines, using handtools.
120
Automotive and Diesel ^
625.2812 Diesel Mechanic - Dla^oses trouble, disassembles dlesel engines and
examines parts for defects and excessive wear. Reconditions, replaces,
repairs and maintains dlesel engines used to nower machines, usini;
handtools, precision-raeasurin® instrunents and metalworkin*? tools.
620.2818 Transmission Mechanic (Diesel) - Repairs and installs manual and auto
matic transmissions in trucks, buses and industrial equipment,
625.2813 Fuel Injection Serviceman (Diesel) - Rebuilds, tests and calibrates
fuel Injection units as used on dlesel engines, railroad locomotives,
trucks, construction equipment, tractors and power plants,
862,381 TPine Fitter. Diesel Engine - Installs oil, air, fuel and water lines
on dlesel engines, using blueprints and process docvcnents to determine
pipe size, location of connection and angles of bends,
620,281 Mechanical-Maintenance Man - Inspects, repairs, and maintains functional
parts of automotive and mechanical equitjment and machinery, such as
pumps, compressors, trucks and tractors. Inspects defective equiwnent
and diagnoses malfunctions. Disassembles and overhauls internal com
bustion engines, pumns, power units, venerators, transmissions, clutches,
rear ends, using handtools and hoists.
90A,883 Tractor-Trailer Truck Driver - Drives gasoline or diesel-poT^Tered tractor-
trailer combination, usually over the road (long distances on high
ways), to transport and deliver eoods, livestock or materials in liquid,
loose or packaged form.
906,883 Light-Truck Driver - Drives truck with capacity under three tons to
transport materials to and from specified designations. Verifies
load against shipping papers, Prepares receipts for load picked up.
Collects payment for goods delivered.
915,8^4 Tire Repairman - Repairs damaged tires of automobiles, buses, trucks,
and other automotive vehicles, Pesponds to emergency calls to make
reT)air8 or replacements of damaged tires at customer's home or on the road.
121
CH^C/'l /OT ALLTEP TOB DESCPT^TIONS
D.O,T.
Code No,
022,281 Chemical-Laboratory Technician - Conducts chemical and physical labor
atory tests and makes qualitative and quantitative analyses of materials
and T)urT>ose8 such as developnent of new nroducts, materials, and
processing* methods, and for maintenance of health ani safety standards,
workln<'. under the direction of a chemist,
559.782 Chemical operator - Controls equipment units or system that nrocesses
chemical substances into specified industrial or consumer products,
according to knowledge of oneratln® procedures and chemical re^^ctions,
laboratory test results, and correlation of process InstruTientatlon.
Sets UTJ and adjusts, and reads Indicating and controlling devices, such
as ^as analyzers, recording calorimeters, and radlographlc detecting or
gaging Instruments to facilitate simultaneous analysis and control of
process conditions.
559,131 •^harmaceutical-Compoundlng 'Supervisor - Supervises and coordinates
activities of workers en<^ac:ed in compounding inert anr^ active in<»redlanta
to produce pharmaceutical products In tablet, {;ranuale, amporle, liquid,
powder and ointment form. Determines orocessln? methods necessary to
achieve product of specified standard, usin)> knowled^^e of chemical
reactions and pharmaceutical processlni? methods and procedures,
073,381 Laboratory Technician. Veterinary - Prepares vaccines, blolc.icals, and
serums for Prevention of animal diseases: Tnoculates, embryo chicks,
broths, or other bacteriological media with ort^anisms. Incubates bacterlA
for specified period and prepares vaccines and serums by standard
laboratory methods. Tests vaccines for sterility and virus Inactivity
and bottles them, f^teparea standard volumetric solutions and reagents
used in testing, and cleans laboratory eauinment,
529.138 Superintendents Grain F.levator (Manager) - Supervises and coordinates
activities of workers enp.aRes in unloading, loading, storlnp, cleaning,
and blending of <?raln for milling and shipment: Inspects sample of <?rain
from incoming shipment to verify variety of grain \rith invoice and
route to designated storage bin, prepares switching oriers for guidance
of train crews.
529,387 Inspector. Craln Mill "Products (Tnsnector Technician) - 'Tel^hs packaged
products to verify weights and examines packages for adequacy of labeling,
stamping, sewing, or sealing. Tests and adiusts scales. Compares sample
of mixed feed with standard sample to verify adequacy of mlxln» or
pelletlzlng process. May verify production reports with report of
quality of nacked products received in warehouse and trace reason for
discrepancies,
096.128 Feed and Farm Management Adviser - Instructs farmers and retail grain and
feed-store customers in modem and scientific feed and farm management
techniques. Fxaralnes poultry and recommends medication and remedial
measures to maintain healthy flock, Aslsts farmers in setting up cost
and production records. May take feed orders.
CONSTP.UCTION T?TDUST?v JOB DS?^C°I^Tinyg
122
D.O.T.
Code No.
001,281 Draftsman. Architectural - "^erfoms duties of draftsman by T^lannlng
artistic architectural and structural features of any class of buildings
and like structures.
007,281 Draftsman. Itechanical - Performs duties of draftsman ST)Gclalizin<» in
detailed working, drawing's of machinery and Tiechanical devices, Indicatin®
dimensions and tolerances, fasteners and loinin'* requirements and other
ens5ineerin'» data. Drafts multiview assenhly and subassenbly drawin<»s as
required for nanufacture and renair of mechanisms.
003,2812 Draftsman. Electrical - 'Performs duties of draftsman in nrenarinr? elec
trical equipment workinc* drawings and wiring diSTrams used by construc
tion crews and renaimen who erect, install and reT>a5.r electrical
equinment and wirin'* in oowsr^lants, industrial establishments, com
mercial or domestic buildings, or electrical distribution systems,
017,281 Draftsman. Mar> - Draws mang of cities, counties, stat<is and other areas
shoving location and identity of roads, communities, commarcial or
Industrial structures and Installations, noliticil boundaries and other
features,
160,288 Fstimator - ^renarea cost and work comnletion estimates for engineer-
in® contract bids. Confutes cost estimates of r.aw mattirials, purchased
equi-ivnent or subcontracted work and labor,
860.131 Carnenter Foreman - Supervises and coordinates activities of workers
engaged In construction, installation and repair of wooden structures
and fixtures.
860,381 Carr>enter - Constructs, erects, installs and repairs structures and
fixtures of wood, nlywood and wallboard, usinp; carpenter's hani'ltoole
and nower tools, and confomin*? to local buildlnf* codes.
864,781 T^loor Layer - AriTilies blocks, strins or sheets of shock absorbind, sound-
deadenin^* or decorative coverinr* to floors, walls and cabinets,
866,381 ^oofer - Covers roofs with roofin-^ materials, other than sheet metal,
such as composition shingles or sheets, wood shin-^les or asphalt and
'gravel, to make them waternroof,
862.3811 lumber —Assembles, installs and repairs ilTes, flttlms and fixtures
of heatin-^, water and draina-^e systems, accordln«^ to snecifications
and nlunbin'» codes.
862.3812 "ine Fitter —Lays out, fabricates, assembles, installs and maintains
'^ i'^ in^* and nininT systems, fixtures and equi^vnant for steam, hot water,
heatinr*, coolinc* lubricating, and industrial '^rocessin^ systems, on
basis of knowledge of system operation and study of buildin?» nlans or
workin(> drav7in<>s,
861.381 Bricklayer (Mason) - Lays bulldlnf; materials, such as brick, structural
tile and concrete cinder, f»las8 f>ynsum and terra cotta block to con
struct or renair walls, partitions, arches, sewers and other structures.
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824,281 Electrician - Flans layout and Installs anj repairs wiring, electrical
fixtures, apparatus and control eaulpnent.
869.381 House Repairman - Repairs and remodels houses and snail buildings,
according to blueprints or oral instructions, ^tay hire workers to per
form tasks for which he is not equipped or does not hold license so that
construction or repairs will conform to local bulldin? reflations.
842.781 Plasterer - Applies coats of plaster to interior walls, ceilings and
partitions of buildings to produce finished surface, according to blue
print, architect's drawings or oral instructions,
859.8831 Heavy Souipigent Operator (Operrtlng Engineer) - Operates several types
of power construction equipment, such as compressors, pur^ps, hoists,
derricks, cranes, shovels, tractors, scrapers or motor tracers, to
excavate and grade earth, erect structural and reluforclnE^ steel, and
pour concrete.
850.8831 bulldozer Operator - Operates tractor equipped with concave blade
attached across front to gou^e out level, and distribute earth and to
push tr^es and rocks from lanu for constructing roads and buildings or
planting crops.
859.8832 Dragline Opfcrator - Operates power-driven crane eoulpped with dragline
bucket, suspended from boon Oy cable that is dragged toward crane to
excavate or move sand, gravel, clay, muu^ coal or other materials.
850.8832 Power Shovel Operator - Operates power driven machine equipped with
moveable shovel, to excavate and move coal, dirt, rock, sand and other
materials.
620.2819 Heavy Equipnent Mechanic - Analyzes malfunction and rebuilds, repairs
and adjusts heavy construction erulpment other than Internal combustion
engines, such as cranes, power shovels, scrapers, paviny* nachines, motor
graders, rock crushers, trench-dippino machines, conveyors, and
bulldozers.
620.28110 Construction Eouipment Mechanic - Vclntains, repairs and r^uilds, to
conform to factory specifications, construction eouipment, such as
internal combustion engines, llghtlnr plants, pumps, air comnressorsp
concrete vibrators aiKl equipment to dlat^nose defects,
869.131 Concreting Foreman - Supervises and coordinates activities of work cretra
engaged in preparing and applying concrete for fabricating, coverlnp and
reinforcing structures, including buildings, brlages, hifthways and dams.
570.132 Concrete bstchlnp and Hlxinr. Plant Forentan - Supervises and coordinates
activities of workers en^raged in transporting and mixinp ingredients
to make concrete,
570.885 Concrete Nixer Operator —Tends mixing machine to mix sand, gravel,
c^ent and water to make concrete.
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852.8831 Concrete Paver Operator - Operates machine to mix and pour concrete into
forms for paving highways. May clean, adjust, grease and repair paver
and attachments.
852.8832 Concrete Paving Machine Operator - Operates concrete paving machine to
spread and smooth freshly poured concrete surfaces for concrete roads
and landing fields.
900.883 Concrete Mixing Truck Driver - Drives truck equi-Dped with ancillary con
crete mixer. Dumps concrete into chute leading? to form, and cleans truck
after delivery.
&21.381 Lineman - Erects wood poles and prefabricated light-duty metal towers,
cable and related equipment to construct transtrdssion and distribution
powerlines used to conduct electrical energy between generating stations,
substations and consumers.
862.884 Laborer. Construction - Performs any combination of tasks in layinf?,
repairing, and extending underground mains and distribution nioes,
801.781 Structural Steel Worker - Performs any combination of duties to raise,
place, and unite girders, columns, and other structural-steel members to
form c(»n!^leted structures or structure frameworks, working as a
member of a crew.
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160*288 Estlmtor - Prepares cost and work corpletlon estimates for enplneer-
ing contract bids. Computes cost estlnatas of raw materials, pur-
chaseu equipment or subcontracted work and labor«
860,3&1 Carpenter - Constructs, orects, installs and repairs structures and
fixtures of wood, plywood and wallboarti, usin<* carpenter's bandtools
and power tools, and conformlnp to local building codec,
8^%131 Carpenter, Foreman - Supervises anu coordinates activities of workers
enpafred in construction, installation and repair of wooJen structures
and fixtures.
864*781 Floor Layer - Applies blocks, strips or sheets of shock anu absorbing,
sound-deadeninp or decorative covering to floors, walls and cabinets.
366,381 Roofer - Covers roofs wlta roofitiji; materials, otiier tiiun sheet netal,
such as conposition shingles or sheets, wood shingles or asphalt and
gravel, to make them waterproof,
862.3811 Plunber - Assembles, iustn.lls and repairs pipes, fittings aud fixtures
of heating, water and drainage systems, according to specifications
and plumbing codes.
862.3812 Pipe Fitter - Lays out, fabricates, asserbles, installs and maintains
piping and piping systems, fixtures and equipment for steam, hot water,
cooling lubricating, and industrial processing systems, on
basis of knowledj^e of system operation and studv of building rlsins or
working c'rawinfs,
d61,381 bricklayer (Mason) - Lays bylldlnp '"nterials, such as brick, structural
tile and concrete cinder, dass ryr>sum and terra cotta block to con
struct or repair walls, partitions, arches, sW'/ere and other structures.
^24,281 Electrician —Plans layout and installs an^l repairs x/irinc, electrical
fixtures, apparatus and control enuipment,
869.331 house Repairman - Fepalrs and remodels nouses and small buildings,
according to blueprints or oral instructions. Jay hire workers to per
form tasks for which he is not equipped or Joes not hold license so that
construction or repairs will conform to local building regulations.
842,781 Plasterer - Applies coats of plaster to Interior walls, ceilings and
partitions of buildings to produce finished surface, according to blue
print, architect's drawings or oral instructions.
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382.884 Janitor - Keeps building and grounds in clean and orderly condition and
repair,
741,8841 ^ainter ~ Brushes naint, laquer^ or other coating on to raetal or
Woodstock or fabricated items.
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213»382 Digital Computer Operator - Operates electronic digital computer to
process business, scientific, engineering or other data, according
to operating Instructions.
020.188 Prograngaer - Converts symbolic statement of problens to oetalled logi
cal flow charts for coding into computer language and solution by means
of automatic data processing equipment. Analyzes all or part of work
flow chart or diagram, confers with supervisor and representatives of
departments affected by program, writes detailed flow charts, and may
convey flow chart to language processable by computer. Observes or
runs tests of coded program on computer, corrects program errors.
Analyzes and rexrrltes programs to increase operating efficiencies or
adapt to new requirements.
012.168 Systems Analyst - Analyzes business problems, such as development of
integrated production. Inventory control and cost anlysls system,
to refine its formulation and convert it to proorammable form for
application to electronic data processing system.
213.582 Keypunch Operators - Operates machine similar to a typewriter record
ing accounting and statistical data on tabulatinp: cards by punching
a series of holes.
213.782 Tabulating Ttachiiie Operator - Operates machine that processes data
from tabulating cards into printed records. May tend machines that
sort, Interpret, reproduce and collate, and may maintain files of
punched cards.
239.388 Data Processing Maintenance Service - Receives orders frop. plant depart
ments for maintenance service, such as repair work or machine adjust
ments, and relays requests to appropriate malutenance division. Keeps
records of services rendered and requisitions supplies for maintenance
and clerical workers.
213.138 Supervisor. Machine Room - Supervises and coordinates activities of
workers engaged in keepincr records and tabulating reports, using punch-
cards and office machines, such as tabulating, keypunch and sortlne
machines.
D.O.T.
Code No.
FOOD SFT.VXCE .7^ DE^C '^^ '^ T'^ 'ONS
469,381 Dairy Tester - Tests milk to determine bacterial count, ^ercenta^e
of butterfat, and amount of acid in milk.
313,168 Executive Chef - ^lans neals for Inr^e hotel or restaurant, suT^ervises
and coordinates the work of chefs, cooks and other kitchen enoloyees,
seeing that food preparation is economical and technically correct#
313,131 Chef - Supervises, coordinates and participates in activities of cooks
and other kitchen personnel engaged In preparing and cooking foods
in hotel restaurants, cafeterias or other establishment,
526.781 Baker - Produces finished baked t^oods, such as bread, cake, cookies,
pastries and nie from raw materials. Measures and mixes int^redlents,
forms dou^h, prepares fillings and decorates specialties with icings*
316,834 Meat Cutter (Butcher) - Cuts and trims ipeat to size for dlsnlay or as
ordered by customer. Cleans and cuts fish and poultry,
315.381 Cook - ""renares, seasons and cooks foodstuffs by aTipronriate methods.
May be designated according to tyr>e of food nrenared or meal served.
317,837 Cook*s Helper - Assists workers en^afjed in preT>arlnp foods for hotels,
restaurants or read-to-serve paclca^es by nerformin^ any combination
of tasks.
352.368 Host - Creets (guests arriving at country club, catered social function,
restaurant or other gathering T)lace, May nlan menus and suT>ervise
activities of food service workers,
310,868 Hostess - Schedules dininc? reservations, welcomes natrons, seats them
at tables or in lounece and insures quality and rapidity of facilities
and service,
211.463 Cashier - T?eceives cash from customers or employees in payment for
Qoods or services and records amount received,
311.8781 Waiter and Waitress - Set tables and serve neals according to estab
lished rules of etiquette and T5erform various duties Incidental to the
fumlshino of satisfactory service to quests,
311.8782 Bus Boy - Cleans off tables, sets tables, serves ice water, reTjlenishes
supply of clean linens, silverware, «lassware and dishes in dinin<»
room of a hotel, cafeteria or other eatin?* establishment.
318,887 Kitchen Helner (Dishwasher) - T'erforms any combination of duties to
maintain kitchen work areas and restaurant enuioment and utensils in
clean and orderly condition.
324,873 Bellhon - Serves hotel and motel guests by escortln5» Incoming i-uests
to rooms, assist them with lutj^aoe, and Inspects ^uests rooms to insure
that it is in order and sunnlies are adenuate.
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187.168 Manager> Food Establishment - Directs and coordinates activities of
workers en^afjed in furnishing cafeteria services: purchases or requisi
tions food, helps in olannin? menus, hires oersonnel, assigns duties and
hours, and coordinates their activities. Inspects premises and equipment
for conformity with sanitary regulations. May assist in servln® or
replenishing foods at counter and steamtable durin«r rush i^eriods*
187.169 Assistant Manager. Food Establishment - Assists manager in supervising
and coordinating the activities of workers,
526,7811 Bakery Helper - Assists in nroduclno finished baked ^oods. Measures
and mixes ingredients,
223,378 Grocery Stock Clerk - Keceives, stores and issues foodstuffs and
compiles stock records in stockroom,
290.4781 Meat Wranner - Wrans meat. Keeps shelves stocked with merchandise.
May keen record of sales, prenare inventory, or order meat cuts.
290.4782 Produce (Helper) - Wraps or bafjs produce. Keens shelves stocked with
merchandise. May keen record of sales, prefare inventory, or order
produce,
312.8781 Bartender - Mixes and serves alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks to
patrons of bar, following standard recipes*
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079.3781 Kurse, iVssociate Degree - Two-year tralcini^. Usually perform nursinp
care measures, as well as medically delegated technloues, with a high
degree of skill uslnp principles of allied^ social^ physical and biological
science.
079.3782 Kurse. Licensed Practical - One-year traininp,. Cares for patients of
all ages: the less seriously ill and the convalescent, new mothers
and their Infants, sick children, the chronically ill anu aged patients.
They also assist professional registered nurses and doctors in caring
for patients who are acutely ill.
355.8781 Orderlies and t^urse's Aides - Perform duties requiring less nursing
skill than those of professional or practical nurses, such as uake
beds, bathe patients, deliver messages, count and stack linens, escort
patients to other parts of hospital, help with examiriations or take
care of hospital equipmerit. Work under the direction of the profes
sional or practical nurse.
079.368 Medical Assistant - Performs duties under direction of a physician in
examination and treatment of patients, such as scheduling apt^olntments,
preparing rooms for examination of patients, pretJaring patient for
examination. May operate eauit)ment, give iniectlons or treatments and
assist in the laboratory.
335.8782 Attendant - Prepares and assists patients for treatment by rhysical
therapist. Sets up and assembles such eoulTrrrent as hydrotherany tanks
vibrators.
078*381 Medical Laboratory Assistant - Performs r*edical duties in a liospltal
or medical laboratory test for urine, blood, animal parasites, infec
tions, etc. Give biological skin tests, prepares vaccines, type blood
for transfusions anu may engage in researcia.
201.3682 Medical Secretary - Prepares medical charts and reports for doctor or
hospital personnel, utilizing knowledge of medical terminology, ^y
prepare and senu bills to patients and record appointments.
100*388 Medical Record Librarian - Compiles and maintains medical records of
hospital and clinic patients. Compiles statistics such as reports
on admissions, births, deaths, transers and discharges, releases
medical information to staff and authorized governmental agencies,
insurance companies, physicians, hospitals and medical information and
research centers.
249.388 Medical Record Clerk - Classifies medical records of hospital patients
and compiles statistics for use in reports and surveys.
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079.3783 Surgical Technician - Assists surgeon before and during surgery by
helping him don cap, mask and gloves, placing equipment and supplies in
operating room, maintain supply of specified fluids as plasma, blood,
etc.; washing and sterilizinp equipment; and handing instruments and
supplies to the surgeon.
078.3681 X'-'Rav Technician (Radiologic. Technolor^ist) - Positions patients under
X-ray machines and administers drups orally or as enemas. Applies
reontgen rays and radioactive substances to patients for diagnostic
and theraputic purposes.
079*12^ Occut'ational Therapy Aide - Assists occupational therapist in adminis
tering medically oriented occupational program to assist in rehabili
tating oatients in hospitals and similar institutions. Instructs
patients in manual and creative arts, panes, crafts and other activi
ties. Prepares and lays out work materials and supplies and assists
in maintenance of equipment.
079.268 Inhalation Therapist - Sets up and operates various types of equipment
to ^minister oxygen and other gases to patients. Makes out charge
slips for inhalants, records cost of materials and eauipment used and
charges made to patients.
712.381 Dental Laboratory Technician - Prepares metal, vulcanite (hard rubber)
or other composition plates from wax impressions taken by dentist.
Construct metal clamps. Inlays and bridge work according to specifi
cations. Develops X-ray pictures and keeps records.
078.3682 Dental Hygienlst - Performs dental prophylactic treatments and Instructs
groups and individuals in care of teeth and mouth. Pemoves calciun
deposits, accretions and stains from teeth by scrapinr accumulation of
tartar from teeth and beneath marrrlns of gums. Charts conditions
of decay and disease for diagnosis and treatment by dentist.
079.3784 Dental Assistant - Receives patients, schetJules appointments, collects
fees for services, answers telephone, orders suTjplies md pays bills.
Obtains patient's medical records, preoares patient for treatment and
assists dentist in patient management. Sterilizes and maintains su^i-
ply of Instruments. Vay exijose and process dental X—ray films.
713,2 81 Optician - Sets up and operates machines to grind eyeglass lenses to
prescription specifications and assembles lenses Id frames* Inspects
lenses and determines specifications of broken lenses with pov^er deter
mining and optical centerlnp Instrument.
007.081 Optical Technician —Designs mechanical portion of precision optical
Instruments, draws sketch of mechanical parts, devises equipment for
testing optical system. Reviews optical specifications to determine
types of mounts, test lenses, tools and fixtures reaulred sequence
of operations necessary for construction of optical system.
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332,271 Cosmetologist - "Provides beauty services for customers. *^tyles and
shanpoos hair. Suggests cosmetics for conditions, such as dry or
oily sV-in, Antslies wavlnf* solutions and lotions, '^assaees and gives
scalp-condltlotiing treatments ^or hy^enlc Durooses,
330,371 Barber - Provides customers with barberln*; services, "^erforras other
tonsorlal services, such as applying* halrdresslngs or lotions.
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638.261 MiilntenancQ Mechanic - ^e*>nlrs ^^nd nalntnlns. In accordance with dla-
«5rans, sketches, deration nnnuils nnd minuficturer's specifications,
rnachlnery and nechonlcal eaul^rnent, U8in<> handtools, -^otrRr tools and
nreclslon-ncasurln® Instrir^ents.
600.2801 Machinist - Rats un and operates machine tools, anl fits ?^.nd asscnbles
n.arts to Tiaks or reT>ftir netal narts, nechanls^s, tools or nnchines,
arj^lyin® knowledge of nechnnlcs, shor> nnthoinntlcs, -letal nronertles
and layout mchlnlni^ nrocedures.
601.280 Tool and Die Maker - Analyzes variety of s^^eclfications, lays out netal
stock, sets un and operates nachine tools, and fits and assembles narts
to "!?.ke and renair 'netalworkin's dies, cutting tools, ilRS, flxtur<5s,
I5ac»es and nnchlnists* handtools, a')''lyln'» knovTl'2d'»e of tool and die
desl^s and construction, shon nathenatlcs, •aetnl '^ronertiss, and lay
out, ^achinin"^ and assembly procedures,
609,381 Tnsnector. Floor - Tests or exanines 'iiachinery narts, materials and
assemblies at assenbly, insr>ectlon or "lachinln? stations to Insure
conformance to blueprint or other specifications. May be S'^ecified
accordin'' to manufacturin** -rocess, such as for'^ln^, assembly, stan*^-
In® or machining; or by ty^e of product inspected.
601.281 Inspector. Ga'^e - Inspects and adjusts p.a«?Qs, noasurln'* instruments,
and testlni* eouinnent for conformance to blue'^rlnt s'^eclflcations.
609,684 Tns^ector> General - Ins^^ects materials and products, such as connect-
in?? rods, sheet steel, nlston rin^s, carburetors and thermostats, for
conformance to STjeciflcations, uslnt? fixed or nreset measuring
instruments,
609.3801 Engine Lathe *^et-Ur> Onerator - Sets u*> and o^jerates en'»lne I'lthes to
nerform machinin'* operations, such as tumin-', borin'», threadin? and
facing on metallic or nonmetalllc worknicces according to specifica
tions, toollnn instructions, standard charts and knowledge of m«»chln-
ino; procedures.
604,380 Turret Lathn $et-Ur> Aerator - f^ets up and operates turret lathes to
perform series of machinin? operations, such as tumin?, borin"^, thread-
ln(» and facinf», on metal worknieces, such as castings, for'Tin^s and
weldments, accordin'* to specifications, toolinr* Instruction, stand
ard charts and knowledge of turnim procedures.
605,885 Milling Machine ^et-Up <^perator - Tends one or more "illln? machines
to nill surfaces of metal workpieces to specifications on production
basis,
616.3802 Set-U:> Man (Job Setter) - Sets up various metal fabricating machines,
such as brakes, shears, '^unch presses and bendin" and 8trai<*htenin«^
machines to cut, bend and strai'thtcn metal as specified bv layout, work-
order, blueprints and templates.
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616.3803 Die Setter - Sets un raachinGs ccmon to sheet notnl sho^, such as fom-
inir, ed:?in;>:, crl^nino^ slittlm, riv^tin^, ST)ot-T.Tfldln'>, autmitic
and nulti-T>urr»ose Tinchines to cut, b<»nd, for^ and jnin tar»3ther qheet
'netal,
603.280 ^rindin"> K^china Onerator - *?ets ur» nnd or^erates ^rindin** -lachines,
such as surface and universal, carbide, drill and tool- and-cutt??r grind
ers, to sharnon cuttin?^ tools to snecifications, usin<? knowledge nt
abrasives and netal -^ronerties,
604,782 '^crnw Machine 5>at~Un On^rator - ^ets u« and o'>erates one or nore sin<>le-
or ^ultinle-snindle lathe-tyne screw nnchines equinned with autonatic
indexin'* and fcQdin<T nechanisas to r>erfom tumin", boring, threadin?^
and facin» operations on natal %ar stock on production basis, follow-
in«» specifications and toolin** instructions and a'^'^lyin'^ knowlod'*® of
screw nachine on«rations.
606,782 Drill ^reas Onerator - Sets U'^ and onerates driHin<» nachines, such
as sin^rle- or nultirile-snindle drill nresses to drill, r-^a-n, counter
sink, s"ot-face or tan holes in netal or nonnetal workT)i<»ces to speci
fications on 'production basis.
518.782 ?lachine Molder - O-oerates noldin'? nachine to fom sand nolds used in
production of netal castin'js,
518,381 Corenaker - Makes sand cores used in molds to fom hol^s or hollows
in netal castings,
600,381 Lay-Out -Ian - Lays out netal stock or workiiscas, such as castin-'S,
nlates or machine parts, to indicate location and dinension?? of process-
in» to be done, such as machinin'^, weldin;' or assembly, nnalyzin": speci
fications and conputin" dinensions accordin® to knoT7lad?a of product,
subsequent processin-^, shop nathenatics and layout procedures.
600,2802 '^attemnaker, Motal - Lays out, nachines, fits and .'>ssenbl»BS castings
md parts to nake netal foundry patterns, core boxes, and natch plates,
usin"» handtools and nachine tools, and analyzin'* specifications accord-
in** to knowledge of pattemnakin^ nethods,
693.281 "'attemnaker. Metal, Bench - Fits, assenbles and hand finishes C"st-
inos and r.n.rts in ^akin^: netal foundry rattems, usin'» handtools and
nnaly2in« specifications according; to knowledge of pattemnakJ.n«»
nethods.
3)4,281 Sheet Metal Worker - fabricates, assembles, installs and repairs sheet
netal products and equipnent, such as control boxes, drainpipes, ven
tilators and furnace ctsin^s, accordin'* to job order or blueprints.
617.280 -ress Operator - 5>heet Metal - Sets up and operates heavy-duty power
press to bend fam and straighten natal plates, structural shapes,
forRin'^s, and weldnents as specified by blueprints, layout, and templates.
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504.782 He.it Treatsr - Cf^ntrols hrint-trentint^ furn'>ces nnd auenchinT emiinnent
to '''.Iter nhysical «nd chenicnl T^roerties of viriety of netal objects by
methods of controlled h-sitln" and coolin"*, such 38 hirdenin-', tanrierin<?>
annealin<>, case-h-^rdenint',, nnd normlizin?.
741.084 '"•sinter, Spriy - Snr'nys surff.ces of rmchinss, manufactured products, or
v7orkinf*. arfti with nrotective or decorative ^aterinls, such '^aint,
enamel, or Incquer, usin" ST>ray ^un,
811,384 ^Telder, - ^Telds metal ?^<irts tc^sther, as specified by layout,
weldin<7 diagram, or work order, usin<» <?as weldin" eouinment,
810«d841 ^Telder. Arc - Welds mstal '^arts together, as snecified by layout, dia-
'^ram, work ordsr, or oral instructions, usin? electric Arc welding
aqui^ent,
812,887 Velder, Conbination - Welds metal narts to-^sther, accordln'> to layouts,
blueprints, or work orders, usinT both ".as weldin<? or brazin^* and any
combination of arc welding; nrocesses, ^erfoms related tasks, such as
flame cuttin'r and wrindinq. May renair broken or cracked '^arts,
fill holes, "nd increase size of metal narts,
810,8842 ^Telder, Heliarc (^as~^hielded "re) - Welds metal, usin** eauinment
which introduces shield of inert or noncombustible ?as, such as helium,
ar":on, carbon dioxide, or nitro^^en, around electric arc betuoen elec
trode tand workT^iece to -/rsvent oxidation.
810.782 Weldin? Machine Operator> /rc - Sets u'^ and o-^erates arc weldin**
machina which automatically welds to'^ether ->arte of fabricated metal
nroducts, as snecified by blueprints, layouts, and o^eratin'* charts,
950,782 Stationary Engineer - Orjerates and maintains stationary en'^ines and
mechanical equi^jment, such as steam engines, air compressors,
<»ener3tors, motors, turbines, and steam boilers, to 'provide utilities,
such as lioht, heat, or T^ower for bulldin<»s and Industrial nroc-^sses,
011,281 Metallurgist. Assistant (Technician) - Examines and tests metal sami^les
to determine their nhysical pronorties, un'^er direction of metallur«»ist,
007,231 Draftsman, Mechanical - ''erforms duties of draftsman smecializin" in
detailed workin<T drawln«?s of machineiry and mechanical devices,
indicatin<* dimensions and tolerances, fasteoers and .^olnin® requirements
and other cn?inserin'» data. Drafts multiviav assembly and subassembly
drawings as required for manufacture and repair of mechanisms,
003,1811 Electrical Technician - 'n^^lies electrical th*?»ory and related subjects
to test and modify develon^nental or o^^erational electrical
machinery and electrical control equinment and circuitry in industrial
or commercial nlants and laboratories.
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710.2811 Electro'»Mechnnlcal Technician - ''''nbricates, tests, analyzes, nnd
adjusts precision electromechanical instrU'nents, such as tennerature
probes and aerodynanic nrobes, followino; blusnrints and sketches,
usin^ handtools, netalworkin^ machines, and neasurin^ and testin"
instruments. Tests assembled instruments for circuit continuity and
onerational reliability* Analyzes test results and records test
results and writes renort on fabrication techniques usp.d,
007,131 Mechanical En{>ineerin^ Technician - AT>^lias theory tni' nrinclnles of
mechanical en-'ineerin** to develop and test machinery and equJLment under
direction of en'>ineerin'» staff and nhysical scientists,
012.288 Industrial Kn<>lneerin'y Technician - Studies and records time, motion,
methods, and stieed involved in performance of maintenance, *)roduction,
clerical, and other work Generations to establish standard 'production rate
and to imnrove efficiency: "^ret^ares charts, «»raT)hs and dia'»rams to
illustrate workflow, routin®, floor layouts, material handlin'», and
machine utilization, 'Recommends revision of methods, handlin-? or
layout. Aids in nlannin<? work assignments.
003,2311 Instrumentation Technician - Devises, s^ts un and operates electronic
instrumentation and related electromechanical or electrohydraulic anna-
ratus involved in onerational and environm«ntal tastin'* of mechanical
structural, or electrical equinmant, and translates test data for sub
sequent use by en'^ineerin'^ personnel in mv-^kin^ en'^inearin-* dGsif»n and
evaluation decisions,
003,1612 Electronic Technician - Annlles electronic theory, nrinclnles of elec
trical circuits, electrical testin® procedures, en'^inocrin-' mathematics
nhysics, and related subjects to layout, build, test, troubleshoot,
reiiair and modify developmental and production electronic equlnment,
such as computers, missile-control instrumentation and machine tool
numerical controls,
001,281 Draftsman, Architectural - "^erforms duties of draftsman by nlannin'^
artistic architectural and structural featur-^s of any class of build
ings and like structures,
003.2812 Draftsman, Electrical - Performs duties of draftsman in nrenarln?? elec
trical equipment wnrkln^* dra^Tin-^s and wirin'» dia''rams used by construc
tion crews and repairmen who erect, install and repair electrical
equipment and wirin<> in powernlants, industrial establishments, commer
cial or domestic buildinp-.s, or electrical distribution systems,
003.2813 Draftsman, Electronic - Drafts wirln<» dia-^rams, schematics and layout
drawing's used in manufacture, assembly, installation and repair of
electronic equipment, such as television cameras, radio transmitters
and receivers, audloampliflers, computers and radiation detectors,
017,281 Draftsman, Map —Draws maps of cities, counties, states and other areas
showln<> location and Identity of roads, communities, commercial or
industrial structures and installations, political boundaries and other
features,
017,2811 Technical Illustrator - Lays out and draws illustrations for repro
duction in reference works, brochures, and technical manuals dealin®
with assembly, installation, operation, maintenance and repair of
tools, machines, and equipment,
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T»PINTING, ^UBLISHINR AND ALLIKP TNDUSTPIES
JOB DESCT?IT>TIONn
D.O.T.
Code h7o.
659.130 Foreman. Printing Shop - Suoervlses and coordinates activities of workers
engaged in layint^ out cony, settinf? tyue, operating? presses and assembling
and stitching pamphlets, leaflets and books,
651.7821 Offset Pressman - Makes ready and operates offset printin<» press to
print sin<>le and multicolor copy from lithoe:raphic plates.
207.7822 J^ultllith Operator - Operates offset duplicating machine to reproduce
single or multicolor copies of charts, schedules, bulletins and related
matter, according: to oral instructions or layout and stock specifica
tions on job order.
651.7822 ^laten Pressman - Prepares and operates platen type printin*? press to
produce printed material.
650.582 Linotype Operator - Operates machine to cast complete lines of type
from type metal and deposit them In galley in composed form for printin??,
973.3811 Compositor (Typographer) - Sets type by hand and nachine and assembles
type and cuts in a galley, for printing articles, headings and other
printed matter, determinins; tyie size, style and conpositional pattern
from work order.
979.884 Silk Screen Printer - ^rints lettering and designs on objects usint?
silk screen printing machine.
973.3812 .Tob Printer - Sets cor>y according to copy and operates cylinder or
automatic platen press to print complete job order.
653*782 T'oidlng Machine Operator - Operates machine thnt automatically folds
and slits printed sheets into signatures for binding.
627.281 LinotvTie Machinist ~ Adjusts and reT^airs linotype machines and related
equipment, according to maintenance schedule, diagnosis of machine
malfunctioning and manufacturer's service manuals.
977.88A Bookbinder - Binds covers to books or pamphlets and T?erfoms book fin
ishing operations, determining production procedures from job order.
208.885 Collator Operator - Tends machine that assembles pa»es of '>rinted material
in numerical sequence. Adjusts control that re«rulates stroke of paper
nusher, according to size of paper. *>laces pages to be assembled in
holding trays. Starts machine, Pemoves assembled pages from machine,
699,782 Cutter Operator - Operates cutter machine equipped with rotary or
reciprocating blades to cut rolls of material such as naner, cellophane
or plastic, into sheets according to sr^eciflcatlon verifies size of cut
material and readjusts machine to insure specified dimensions of
sheet, replaces worn cutting blades.
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Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries ^age 2
9713 81 '°hotoen<>raver - '*'hoto«»ranhs co-oy, develops ne<;atives and nrenares •ohoto-
sensitized raetal plates» such as copper, zinc, aluminun and tna»neslun
for use in printing. Modifies and repairs finished T^lates, usin<»
engraver's handtools, etching brush and acid.
972,382 '''hotograrher (Lithographic) - Sets up and operates camera to photo
graph illustrations and printed material to nroduce fil'n or ^liss nega
tives, or reversed negatives used in the preparation of lithographic
printing plates.
143,062 niotpgrapher (News) - Photographs news events or people for use in
Illustrating; news stories and articles. Travels to assigned location
and takes pictures, using camera.
142,081 Commercial Artist - Draws and paints illustrations for advertisetnents,
books, magazines, posters and billboards. Studies desi<m layout and
selects technique, such as pen and ink, watercolor or oils best suited
to T>roduce desired effect.
141.081 Art Lav-Out Man - 'lans and arranges art layouts to illustrate events
and articles. Examines, trims, and retouches photograT5hs and drawings
for a well-balanced artistic arrangenent, Sketches -naps and other
illustrations.
132.268 Reporter - Collects and analyzes facts about news-worthy events and
writes newspaper stories conforraino to prescribed editorial techniques
and format.
159.148 Announcer - Introduces various types of radio or television programs.
Gives necessary network cues to control man. May operate control board
or recording machines. May sell time, write scripts and newscopy. May
be designated according to area of work.
957.282 Control-^oom Technician - Controls and maintains control-room equipment
in broadcasting studio. Cleans and maintains equipment. Installs and
connects new equipment.
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OFFICE JOB DERCPI^IONS
D.O.T.
Code No,
201*3681 Secretary - "Performs general office work In relieving executives of
minor executive and clerical duties. Takes dictation and transcrltea
material to the typewritten Dage,
202*388 Stenographer - Takes dictation in shorthand of correspondence, reports
and other matter and transcribes dictated material to the typewritten
pae;e. May perfs^^^n a variety of related clerical duties,
208,588 Transcribing Machine Operator (Dictaphone) - Transcribes the Tne8sa<>e
reproduced in sound from the wax or tape record on a transcribln<?
machine,
203,588 Tynlst and Clerk Typist - Does general clerical work; requires the
use of typewriter in the accomplishment of a majority of the duties.
Typewrites letters, reports and other matter from rou^h draft or cor
rected copy. Files records and reports. May perform one or a com
bination of clerical duties as assigned,
237*368 Receptionist - Pecelves clients or customers comins; into establish
ment. Ascertains their wants and directs them accordingly.
235,862 Telephone Operator (^BX Operator) - Operates telephone switchboard
(cord or cordless) to relay to the different phones in the establish
ment incoming and inter-office calls, and makes connections with out
side lines for outgoing calls,
209,588 General Clerk - ''erforras combination of clerical tasks not reauirlne
knowledge of systems and procedures: Proofreads; writes or types bills,
statements, receipts or checks; sorts and files records; addresses
and stuffs envelopes; answers telephone; stamps, sorts and delivers
mall; operates office duplicating equipment,
222.387 Shipping and Peceivlng Clerk - "^^repares merchandise for shipping or
delivery. Selects goods ordered; wraps, packs or crates for shipping
or delivery. Addresses parcel or crate, weighs article and attaches
postage or bill of lading* May also receive goods sh5.pped to an estab
lishment, unpack and verify or direct receiving checker in verifying
the correctness of shipments against bill of lading, invoices or
other records,
223.3872 Stock Clerk - T^eceives, stores and issues equipment, material, mer
chandise or tools in a stock room or storeroom,
206.388 T^ile Clerk - ^iles correspondence, cards, invoices, receipts, and other
records in a systematic order, "laces materials in file, locates and
removes material on request. May operate keypunch to enter data on
tabulating cards. May photograph records on microfilming devices*
.riv\ ?'r;^ . - f •. • ;*•- ••' My.
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Office Occupations 'age 2
207.7821 Duplicating Machine Operator - Reproduces duplicate copies of type
written or handwritten matter usint; a machine which reproduces the
master copy onto sheets of duplicate paper*
214.4881 Accounting Clerks - ?tey perform a number of tasks fro^ beginning routine
tasks such as posting items by hand to ledgers to the more experienced
position which involves more varied assi'^nments and greater responsi
bility, such as preparing summary reports as well as machine posting, etc,
214.4882 Billing Machine Operator - Prepares statements, bills and invoices to
be sent to customers using billing machines. May make computations on
separate adding and calculating machines.
210.388 Bookkeeper - Keeps complete and systematic set of records of business
transactions of establishment. Duties may vary from simple record keep-
ing to keeping a complete set of books including financial reports,
depending on size of business,
Bookkeeping Machine Operator - Keeps set of records of business transac
tions using bookkeeping machine,
216,488 Calculating Machine Operator - Presses proper keys on keyboard and
manipulates certain levers to operate a machine that automatically oer-
forms the basic arithmetic computations of adding, subtracting, multi
plying and dividing,
216.388 Statistical Clerks and Compilers - Compiles regular and special reports
for the use of the management and as a basis for statistical studies
using the regular bookkeeping and accounting records as a source of
information.
Abstractor - Summarizes pertinent legal or Insurance details or sections of
statutes or case law from reference books for purpose of examination,
proof or ready reference. Searches out titles to determine if title
aeed is correct.
Assistant - Compiles records, sorts and shelves books, issues
and receives library materials, codes material according to classification
code, repairs books. Answers inquiries on library or materials and
refers persons requiring professional assistance to librarian.
212.368
records of money andne,otiable instruments involved in various bank transactions.
0,0.T.
Code No.
SALES OCCUPATTONS JOB DESCT^I^TIONS
lUl
234,258 Sales Representative - Contacts representatives of the 9:overnTnent,
businesses and social srouns to solicit business for a ©articular
•oroduct or business.
290.478 Sales Clerk - Pece?ves oayment for merchandise, such as bakery Roods,
magazines, groceries, books and tobacco selected by customer.
290.468 Sales Attendant - Aids customer in locating merchandise in self-service
store, (lay mark or ticket merchandise and keen merchandise in order.
SZ-LESMAK - Sells merchandise to business or Industrial establishments, or to
individuals, utilizing detailed knowledge of specific characteristics, of mer
chandise, at sales office, store, showrooms or customer's home or place of business.
289.3581 Salesman. General - Displays and sells variety of commodities to cus
tomers at sales office or customer's place of business or home,
263.3581 Salesman. Footwear - Sells footwear, such as shoes, boots, overshoes
and slippers to business establishments.
278.3581 Salesman, ^as or Electric Appliances - Demonstrates and sells gas or
electric appliances, such as refrigerators, ranges or lighting equip
ment, on display floor or by visiting customers at home.
276.3581 Salesman. Hardware Supplies - Sells hardware supplies, such as plumb-
in? and electrical supplies, power tools and handtools, paints and
varnishes, plate glass and builder's hardvrare.
263.3582 Salesman. Men's and Boys* Clothing - Sells men's and boys' clothing,
such as suits, coats, ST^orts jackets and slacks, utilizing knowledge
of garment construction, fabrics and styles.
278.3582 Salesman. Padlo and Television ^arts - Sells radio, television and
other electronics parts to establishments, such as ar)pliance stores,
dealers, and repair shops, or electronics and aircraft manufacturing
firms,
263.3583 Salesman. Homen's and Girls' Apnarel - Sells women's and girls'
apparel, such as coats, dresses, lingerie and accessories, utilizing
knowledge of fabrics, style and prices.
277,358 Salesman. Tractor and Farm Implements - Sells tractors and farm
implements, ^ay sell paint and hardware, ^lay sell construction machinery.
262.358 Salesman. Grain-and-Feed Products - Sells grain and feed mill products.
Suggests feed changes to Improve breeding of fowl and stock. Draws up
contracts to furnish customers products ^or fixed period and price.
292,358 Salesman-Driver - Drives truck over established route to deliver, sell,
and display products or render services. Calls on prospective customers
to solicit new business. Informs regular customers of new nroducts or ser
vices.
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salesperson - Displays, describes and sells to individuals merchandise, such as
hardware, furniture and garments, utilizing general knowledge of the character*
istlcs, quality and merit of Items sold,
289•458 Salesperson. General - Sells variety of commodities in sales
establishment.
274.3581 Salesperson. Dry Goods - Sales personnel who works in general merchan
dise store, selling such articles as wearing apparel, accessories,
notions, bedding and yardage,
274.3582 Salesperson. T^umiture - Sells furniture, beds and mattresses in detart-
ment stores and furniture stores,
276,3582 Salesperson. General Hardware - Displays and sells hardware, such as
builder's hardware, electrical equlpnent, gardening tools and equip
ment, household hardware, paints, plumbing supolies and v7oodworking
equipment, to individuals,
263.4581 Salesnerson. Men's and Boys* Clothing - Sells men's and boys* outer
garments, such as suits, trousers and coats, to individuals,
289.3582 Salesperson, ^arts - Sells spare and replaceable parts and eaulpment
from behind counter in agency, repair shop or parts store.
278.3583 'Salesperson, Television and /^npliances - Sells radios, television sets
and other household appliances to customers,
263.4582 Salesperson. T^omen's and Girls' Aoparel - Sells women's and 'iris*
clothing, such as coats, suits, formal (>owns and dresses, to Individual
customers.
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SERVICE INDUSTRY JOB DESCRIPTIONS
D.O.T,
Code No.
637,2813 ^Refrigeration Mechanic - Iristalls and repairs industrial and
comriiercial refri'^eratin® and coolln?; systens accordin'* to blue
prints and en^ineerinj? SDecifications, usint* knowledge of refri-
t;eration, structural layout and function and desi<»n of comnonents,
637.2811 Air-Condltioninq Mechanic Commercial - Installs, services, and
reoairs corTmercial air-conditioning units, usually rated in excess
of ICQ tons coolino capacity, in department stores, office buildings
and other lar^e coimnercial establishments, utilizin'* knowledge
of refrigeration theory, oipefitting and structural layout: Mounts
compressor and condenser units on platform or floor, using handtools,
following blueorints or engineering specifications.
637.2812 Air-Confitioning Mechanic. Domestic - Services and rerjiirs
domestic air-conditioning units, usually ranging from 1/2 to 2 tons
capacity, in private residences and small business establishments.
Examines unit visually for defective narts, or detemines cause of
malfunction by listening to machine in ooeratlon, utilizing knowledge
of mechanical, electrical, and refrigeration theory.
869.281 Furnace Installer and Repairman. Hot Air - Installs and repairs
hot-air furnaces, stoves and similar equipment in accordance with
diagrams and other specifications, using handtools and T^inthreading
tools.
633.281 Office Machine Serviceman - Repairs and services office machines,
such as adding, accounting and calculating machines, and type
writers, using handtools, power tools, micrometers and welding equipment,
720,281 Television and Radio Service and Repairman - Repairs and adjusts radios
and television receivers, using handtools and electronic testing
instruments* May install television sets.
828,281 Electronics Mechanic - Repairs electronic equipment, such as
computers, industrial controls, radar systems, telemetering and
missile control systems, transmitters, antennas and servomechanlsms,
following blueprints and manufacturers* specifications, using
handtools and test Instruments.
721,281 Electric Motor Repairman - Repairs electric motors, generators
and accessory equipment, such as starting devices an'^ switches,
using handtools, power tools, precision gages and electrical test
instruments.
723.884 Electrical Appliance ^enairman - Repairs portable, household
electrical appliances, such as fans, heaters vacuum cleaners,
toasters and flatirons.
Service Industry 2
639,381 Vendlntr !fachlne Repairman - Installs and renalrs vendin» machines,
using handtools and power tools.
710.2812 Instrument Repairman - Installs, renalrs, maintains and adjusts
indicating, recording, telemetering and controlling instruments
used to measure and control variables, such as pressure, flow,
temperature, motion, force and chemical comnosition, using handtools and
precision Instruments*
700,281 Jeweler - fabricates and repairs Jewelry articles, such as rings,
brooches, pendants, bracelets and lockets.
715»281 Watch T?epairman - Repairs, adjusts and cleans stop watches, dial
indicators and die heads, using watchmakers' tools and jewelers*
latches according to written and oral instructions.
660,280 Cabinetmaker - Constructs and repairs wooden articles, such as store
fixtures, office equipment, cabinets, ^nd high-crade furniture,
using woodworking machines and handtools.
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TEXTILE MILL J03 DESCRIPTIONS
D.O.T.
Code No>
785,261 ttaster Tailor - Designs and rakes tailored garn^ents, such aa suits,
topcoats, overcoats and other dress clothlnp, npplylnr principles of
garment design, construction ^nnd styling,
785,281 Alteration Tailor - Alters clothing to fit individual customers or
repairs defective garments, following alteration or repair taps or
marks on gaments.
787.7821 Sewing Machine Operator All Around - Operates various sewing machines
to join, gather, hen, reinforce or decorate product, such as garments,
upholstery, awnings or textile bars, and tends isachines that perform
specific functions, such as cutting out and sewing buttonholes or
attaching snap fasteners to fabrics,
787*7822 Sewing Machine Operator. Regular Equlppent *• Operates single- or
multiple-needle sewing machines to Join parts in the manufacture of such
products as awnings, carpets, gloves, hats, textile bags and upholstery.
787,885 Sewing Machine Operator. Autonatic - Tends one or more sewing machines
that automatically seam continuous lengths of cloth, such as folded
cloth, to fom tubing, or automatically perforn other continuous sew
ing functions, such as heiamlng, quilting or tufting,
785.361 Dressmaker - Makes women's garments, such as dresses, coats and suits,
according to customer specifications and measurements.
583,885 Steam Press Operator - Tends machine that presses cloth to remove wrin
kles by passing cloth between roll and stean-heated jacket that T?ar-
tially encloses roll,
780,381 Furniture Upholsterer - Repairs and rebuilds upholstered furniture,
using handtools and knowledge of fabrics and upholstery o^ethods.
780,8841 Upholsterer. Asseiablv Line - Upholsters one section of sofa, chair or
furniture frames, speclalizinp' in one operation on assembly line.
780.6842 Upholstery Cutter - Cuts cloth, leatner or plastic into upholstery parts
such as am rest, back and cushion covers.
784.281 Milliner - Fabricates hots for individual custorer or for store's
stock. Reproduces hats in various colors and materials. Alters stock
hats to customer's wishes by chanfrliig ornaments and velllnf^.
362,782 Dry Cleaning *^Hchlne Onerator - Operates dry cleaning machines,
washln** machines, extractors and tumblers.
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APPENDIX B. FOLLOW-UP LETTERS
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NORTH IOWA AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
220 EAST STATE STREET MASON CITY, iOWA 50401
L-.trr-ber 3, : 96'8 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. William McAllister
Dr. F. J. Linn
Dr. Byron Greimon
Rev. Franklin Klohn
Wilbert Brandau
DfcStr ©T/p'tc-yer:
Apprc-tlita'.el? four weeks ago you received a questlonnr^ire from
North low3 Area Co;an=unity College in connection with nr- Occ-upa-
tionai .Needs Survey.
.As ol t,hid: Tiailing, we have not yet receix'tc your qaes :ior-naire.
North Iowa Are?. Comirunity College and other Ic.-.-f*!, srate, and
federal agencir-fc are depending greatly upon jour repiy a basis
for d^-velopmer.-t of curriculum to meet the vsriou? training needs
of r.liv the eT'pl-.^jers and people of the are?)»
£ven though you aiay consicier yourself a s;Tfell eaployer, your
r^sponsv a s a tLtmber of the NIAD community is Important to us.
Knowing your xurre.'-t level of employment is et^sential lo us even
if the occupat.ioEi.'^ lis ted do not apply to you or you do not
anticipate ^-ding- additional employeeE;.
If you have not nmiled the completed quGS'iornalrt. prior to the
recfript of this letter, it would be greatly apprec:h*..(d if you
vould do hO a:, your earliest convenien:*0.
SuperinVfVidertt
ViFc • Qj i
ICirby Lawlis
Dr. C. A. Block
Max Carter
R. A. Hintzmon
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NORTH IOWA AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
220 EAST STATE STREET ^ MASON CITY. IOWA 50401
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. William McAllister Kirby Lawlis
Dr. F. J. Linn Dr. C. A. Block
Dr. Byron Greiman Max Carter
Rev. Fronklin Klohn R. A. Hintzmon
January 6, 1969 Wllbert Brondau
Dear Employer,
A few weeks ago you received an Occupational Needs Survey
questionnaire from North Iowa Area Community College.
So far, we have not received your reply-
Your response as an employer in the NIAD community is Impor
tant since we are depending upon your reply, with ail of the
others, to insure a high level of validity for this study.
This particular research program will be a basis for local,
state, and federal programs that will serve you and other
employers in the NIAD area.
If you have not mailed the completed questionnaire, please
do so at your earliest convenience. Should your copy have
been mislaid, we are enclosing another for your convenience.
Thank you for your cooperation.
C1ri/" a va 1w \
Superi ntendent
WFB:da
Enc: 0 C'pational Needs Survey
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NORTH IOWA AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
January 27, 1969
220 EAST STATE STREET MASON CITY. IOWA 50401
BOARD OF DIREaORS
Dr. Willlom McAllister
Dr. F. J. Linn
Dr. Byron Greimon
Rev. Franklin Klohn
Wilbert Brandau
Kirby Lawlis
Dr. C. A. Block
Max Carter
R. A. Hintzman
Dear EmployGi-
A few weeks ago you I'eceived an Occupational Needs Questionnaire
from us We are now making our f.inal plea for your cooperation The
returns must be tabulated in their final fonn witltin the next month-
The information you can supply us will bu included in a summary that
will be used by educationaj, training and planning agencies of the
local, state and federal government,
Since these governmental agencies are commitied to complete theii
objecrives, the summary they use must he as accurate as possible;
therefore youi participation in this survey is strongl;,- solicited to
assure a greater degree of accuracy .
Please complete and return your quesiJonnalre within the ne>:t three
weeks
Thank you for your cooLc.ratio:i
/
SinnfiTfiiv ./
William F. Berrer
Superintendeiir
WFB/y
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APPENDIX C. STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION, BY NUMBERS,
RECEIVING SPECIFIC QUESTIONNAIRES
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SIC NUMBERS CLASSIFIED BY INDUSTRIAL CATEGORY
Automotive and Diesel Industries
U1XX-421X, 55XX, 75XX
Chemical and Allied Industries
013X, 072X, 201X, 203X, 206X
Construction Industries
14XX-16XX, 174X-179X, 24XX, 324X-327X
481X, U91X, 891X
Food Service
202X, 205X, 58XX, 70XX, 793X-794X
Health Service
723X-724X, 80XX
Machine and Industrial
328X-379X, 394X-399X
Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries
27XX, 722X, 731X-732X
Sales and Service Industries
208X, 506X-509X, 53XX, 56XX-57XX,
597X-598X, 739X
Textile Industries
72XX-23XX, 317X, 721X, 76UX, 7699
Office and Data Processing
019X, 071X, 073X, 209X, 30XX-311X, 47XX
60XX-67XX, 726X, 783X-792X, 81XX-867X, 893X
Special Classification
171X-173X, 204X, 25XX, 28XX-29XX, 38XX, 42X, 45XX,
483X, 501X-505X, 52XX, 54XX, 591X-596X, 5;9X, 7694
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APPENDIX D, COUNTIES AND CITIES IN IHE NORTH IOWA AREA COM
MUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT CODED BY COUNTY
AND CITY FOR KEYPUNCHING
153
KEYPUNCHING CODE
NIACC Cities and Towns Coded by County,
arranged in descending order of population
01
02
03
Cerro Gordo County
01 Mason City (30,711)
03 Clear Lake (6,301)
18 Rockwell (772)
23 Ventura (510)
25 Thornton (449)
29 Plymough (422)
32 Dougherty (398)
34 Meservey (331)
42 Swaledale (217)
52 Burchinal (7 5)
Floyd County
02 Charles City (10,419)
12 Nora Springs (1,275)
16 Rockford (941)
27 Marble Rock (442)
28 Rudd (436)
31 Floyd (401)
47 Colwell (119)
Franklin County
04 Hampton (4,501)
13 Sheffield (1,156)
26 Latimer (445)
36 Coulter (315)
37 Alexander (294)
44 Chapin (200)
46 Hansell (168)
50 Bradford (100)
54 Dows
55 Ackley^
56 Geneva
04 Hancock County
07 Garner (2,151)
08 Britt (2,042)
19 Kanawha (735)
21 Klemme (615)
24 Corwith (488)
38 Woden (283)
40 Crystal Lake (267)
05 Mitchell County
05 Osage (3,753)
15 St. Ansgar (1,014)
17 Riceville (898)
22 Stacyville (588)
48 Orchard (116)
51 Little Cedar (100)
53 Toeterville (75)
06 Winnebago County
06 Forest City (3,329)
09 Lake Mills (1,963)
14 Buffalo Center (1,140)
20 Thompson (689)
35 Rake (328)
43 Leland (209)
49 Scarville (105)
07 Worth County
10 Northwood (1,768)
11 Manly (1,425)
30 Kensett (409)
33 Fertile (386)
39 Grafton (273)
41 Joice (231)
45 Hanlontwn (193)
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Table 19. Anticipated employment level for trained workers and the job
titles obtained in the industrial areas as classified by
standard industrial codes - September, 1969 and September,
1971
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept<.1969 Sept.1971
I. Agriculture
Lab Technician 01XX,07XX 52 53 58
Veterinary
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and File Clerk
File Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Telephone Op (PBX)
Receptionist
Sa lesnian
Salesman, General
Maintenance, Mech
II. Mining 14XX 59 63 63
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Grinder Set-Up Op
Construction Equip Mechanic
Heavy Equip Mechanic
Concrete Paver Operator
Concrete Paver
Machine Operator
Heavy Equip Operator
Dragline Operator
Truck Driver, Heavy
III. Contract Const 15XX-17XX 902 988 1172
A. General Bldg Cont 15XX 416 475 534
Draftsman. Architectural
Estimator
Credit Manager
President
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
Transcribing Machine Operator
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
III. A. (Continued)
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Receptionist
Concrete Mixer Operator
Const. Equip Mechanic
Telephone Switchman
Structural Steel Worker
Bulldozer, Operator
Power Shovel Operator
Heavy Equip Operator
Dragline Operator
Carpenter, Foreman
Carpenter
Bricklayer (Mason)
Plumber
Pipe Fitter
Laborer, Construction
Floor Layer
Concreting Foreman
Concrete Finishing
Truck Driver - Heavy
B. Heavy Const Contr 16XX 236 293 34
Secretary
Bookkeeping Mach Operator
Receptionist
Concrete Batch and Mix Plant Foreman
Construction, Equip Mechanic
Heavy Equip Mechanic
Maintenance Mechanic
Concrete Finisher
Bulldozer Operator
Power Shovel Operator
Heavy Equipment Operator "
Dragline Operator
Carpenter, Foreman
Carpenter
Form Setter
Laborer, Construction
Concreting, Foreman
Concrete Mixing Truck Driver
Truck Driver-Heavy
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
III.
C. Special Trade Cont 17XX 250 267 298
1. Plumbing, Heating, Air
Conditioning, Sheet-
metal Work 17IX,176X 130 130 143
Elec Technician
Est imator
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Stock Clerk
Sheetmetal Bench Man
Air Cond, Mechanic, Commercial
Air Cond, Mechanic, Domestic
Refrigeration Mechanic
Electrician
Power Shovel Operator
Plumber
Pipe Fitter
Laborer, Construction
Roofer
Furnace Installer and Repairman
House Repairman
Truck Driver- Heavy
2. Electrical Work 173X 19 19 23
Estimator
Bookkeeper
Elec Appliance Repairman
Electrician
3. Masonry, Stonework,
Concrete, Plaster 174X,177X 13 17 16
Secretary
Plasterer
Bricklayer (Mason)
Laborer, Construction
4. Carpentering 175X 20 18 22
Bookkeeper
Electrician
Plasterer
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
III. (Continued)
Bulldozer Operator
Carpenter, Foreman
Carpenter
Bricklayer (Mason)
Plumber
Concrete, Foreman
5. Other® 68 83 94
Estimator
Secretary
File Clerk
Accounting Clerk
Ship and Receiving Clerk
Salesman
Painter
Structural Steel Worker
Electrician
Heavy Eciuipment Operator
Laborer, Construction
IV. Manufacturing 20XX-39XX 2460 2598 2722
A. Food Products 20XX 193 191 191
Industrial Enginetring Technician
Programmer
Chem Lab Technician
Credit Manager
Manager
Manager, Food
Estimator
Secretary •
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
Duplicating Mach Operator
Transcrib Mach Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Teller
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer Operator
Keypunch Operator
^Includes all codes used in mainheadlng but not used in subheadings
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept«1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
Tab Machine Operator
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compiler
Calculating Machine Operator
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Salesman
Sales Representative
Salesperson, Grain and Feed Prod
Salesman-Driver
Waiter and Waitress
Busboy
Meat Cutter
Dairy Tester
Butcher, Apprentice
Inspector Grain Mill Production
Dairy Processor Operator
Mechanical Maintenance Man
Maintenance Mechanic
Vending Machine Repairman
Assembly-Inspector Helper
Truck Driver-Heavy
B. Textile Mill Products 22XX-23XX 1^4 143 143
Auditor
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
General
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Shipping and Recriving Clerk
Salesman
Janitor
Fabricator-Plastics
Sewing Mach Operator (all-around)
Sewing Mach Operator- (Regular Equip)
Awning Installer
C« Wood Products and
Furniture 24XX-25XX 93 115 135
Draftsman, Architectural
Estimator
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
C.
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
Transcrib Mach Operator
Bookkeeper
Digital Computer Operator
Keypunch Operator
Accounting Clerk
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Receitionist
Steam Press Operator
Cabinetmaker
Fabricator, Plastics
Upholstere, Assembly Line
Upholsterer, Cutter
Sewing Machine Operator (All around)
Sewing Maching Operator (Regular Equip)
Carpenter, Foreman
Carpenter
D- Printing and Pub
lishing 27XX 219 218 224
Reporter
Art Lay-Out Man
Commercial Artist
Photographer (News)
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
Multilith Operator
Collator Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Keypunch Operator
Billing Machine Operator
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compiler
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Enipl oycnent
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
D.
Salesman
Linotype Machinist
Linotype Operator
Offset Pressman
Platen Pressman
Folding Machine Operator
Foreman, Printing
Cutter Operator
Photoengraver
Photographer (Lithographer)
Compositor (Typographer)
Job Printer
Bookbinder
Silk Screen Printer
E. Chemicals and Allied
Products 28XX 169 188 207
Electrical Techn
Electronic Techn
Refrigeration
Specialist
Systems Analyst
Programmer
Chemical Lab Techn
Laboratory Techn (Veterinary)
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
FileClerk
Duplicating Mach Operator
General clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer Operator
Keypunch Operator
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Stock Clerk
Receptionist
Library Assistant
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept«1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
E.
Grounds Keeper
Superintendent, Grain Elevator
Inspector, Grain Mill Products
Pharmaceutical - Compounding Supervisor
Chemical Operator
Utility Man
Maintenance Mechanic
Painter, Spray
Welder, Heliaic
Welding, Combination
Carpenter
Plumber
Rigger
Stationary Engineer
F. Stone, Clay and Glass
Products 32XX 101 100 99
Draftsman, Architectural
Manager
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Janitor
Concrete Mixing and Batching Plant Foreman
Concrete Mixer Operator
Machinist
Inspector, General
Construction, Equipment Mechanic
Maintenance Mechanic
Electrician
Bulldozer, Operator
Power Shovel Operator
Heavy Equipment Operator
Dragline Operator
Carpenter
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
F.
Bricklayer (Mason)
Pipe Fitter
Concrete Mixing
Truck Driver
Truck Driver, Heavy
G» Metals and Machinery 3UXX-35XX 1282 1354 1409
Electrical Technician
Electronic Technician
Instrumentation Technician
Mechanical Engineering Technician
Draftsman, Mechanical
Metallurgist, Assist.
Industrial Engineering Technician
Technical Illustrator
Programmer
Estimator
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer Operator
Keypunch Operator
Tabulating Machine Operator
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Receptionist
Sheetmetal worker
Janitor
Heat Treater
Press Operator - Sheet Metal
Coremaker
Machine Molder
Machinist
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept»1969 Sept.1971
IVo (Continued)
G.
H.
Patternmaker, Metal
Lay-Out Man
Tool and Die Maker
Inspector, Gage
Grinding Machine Operator
Turret Lathe Set-Up Operator
Screw-Machine Set-Up Operator
Milling Machine
Set-Up Operator
Drill Press Operator
Inspector, Floor
Inspector, General
Set-up Man (Job Setter)
Die Setter
Press Operator, - Sheet Metal
Machine Operator
Maintenance Mechanic
Electro-Mechanical Technician
Painter, Spray
Painter
Welder, Heliarc (Gas Shielded Arc)
Welder, Arc
Welder, Combination
Electrician
Carpenter
Bricklayer (Mason)
Plumber
House Repairman
Photoengraver
Transportation Equip 37XX 196 206
Electrical Technician
Draftsman, Mechanical
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept«1968 Sept«1969 Sept.1971
IV. (Continued)
H.
Receptionist
Sheetmetal Worker
Janitor
Machinist
Inspector, General
Machine Operator
Maintenance Mechanic
Painter, Spray
Welder, Arc
Electrician
Carpenter
Plumber
I. Other'^ 63 83 96
Mechanical Engineering Technician
Draftsraan, Mechanical
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
Duplicating Machine Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Sheetmetal Worker
Janitor
Press Operator - Sheet metal
Machinist
Lay-Out Man
Drill Press Operator
Inspector, Floor
Painter, Spray
Sewing Machine Operator
Regular Equipment
Sewing Machine Operator, Automatic
Welder, Heliarc (Gas Shielded Arc)
Welder, Combination
V. Transportation, Communication,
and Utilities 41XX-49XX 361 384 397
A. Transportation 41XX-47XX 263 277 288
Manager
President
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
V. (Continued)
A.
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine
Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compilers
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Meat Wrapper
Meat Cutter (Butcher)
Superintendent - Grain Elevator
Milling Machine Set-Up Operator
Mechanical Maintenance Man
Automobile Mechanic
Transmission Mechanic
Automobile Maintenance Mechanic
Tractor Mechanic
Transmission Mechanic (Diesel)
Auto-Tune-Up Mechanic
Diesel Mechanic
Fuel Injection Serviceman, Diesel
Tractor-Trailer Truck Driver
Truck Driver, Light
Taxi Driver
Tire Repairman
B« Communications 48XX 66 67 68
Reporter
Photographer (News')
Announcer
Secretary
Typist and File Clerk
Stenographer
Statement Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Receptionist
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
V. (Continued)
B.
Salesman
Sales Representative
Salesperson, General
Lineman
Janitor
Control Room Technician
C. Utilities ^9XX 32 ^0 41
Secretary
File Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Stock Clerk
Construction Equipment Mechanic
Electrical Appliance Repairman
Telephone Switchman
Lineman
Electrician
VI. Wholesale Trade 50XX ^<-66 493 536
A. Motor Vehicles and
Equipment 501X ^ 63 66 71
Secretary
Bookkeeper
Keypunch Operator
Billing Machine Operator
Automotive Parts Man
Salesman, General
Salesman, Parts
Machine Operator
Automotive Mechanic
Brakeman, Automobile
Auto Tune-Up Mechanic
Gas Engine Repairman
(2-. and 4 Cycle)
Truck Driver - Light
B. Groceries and Related
Products 504X 46 48 45
Secretary
General Clerk
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employmcat
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
VI. (Continued)
B.
Bookkeeper
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Salesman, Grain and Feed Products
Salesman, General
Produce (Helper)
Salesman Driver
C. Farm Products Raw
Materials 505X 162 167 191
Chemical Laboratory Technician
Feed and Farm Management Advisor
Manager
Assistant Administrator
Secretary
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Billing Machine Operator
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compiler
Receptionist
Sales Representative
Salesman - Grain and Feed Products
Salesman, General
Sales Attendant
Sales Clerk
Salesman-Driver
Superintendent - Grain Elevator
Inspector, Grain Mill Products
Chemical Operator
Milling Machine Set-Up Operator
Machine Operator
Truck Driver-Heavy
Elevator Operator
D. Hardware, Machinery, Equip- "
ment and Supplies 507X-508X 58 65 66
System Analyst
Legal Secretary
Secretary
Stenographer
File Clerk
Duplicating Machine Operator
Bookkeeper
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
VI. (Continued)
D.
Supervisor, Machine Room
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compiler
Calculating, Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Receptionist
Sales Representative
Salesman, General
Salesman, Parts
Sales Clerk
Salesman, Driver
Office Machine Serviceman
E. Other® 137 147 163
Manager
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Tabulating Machine Operator
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Statistical Clerk and Compiler*
Calculating Machinc Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Salesman
Sales Representative
Salesman, Grain and Feed Products
Salesman, Hardware Supplies
Salesman, General Hardware
Salesman, Gas or Electric Appliances .
Salesman, General
Salesperson, General
Sales Attendant
Sales Clerk
Salesman,.Driver
Mechanical Maintenance man
Electronic Mechanic
Truck Driver-Heavy
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept,1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
VII- Retail Trade 52XX-59XX 1968 2151 2353
A. Building Materials 521X-5251 152 177 192
Draftsman, Architectural
Systems Analyst
Est imator
Manager
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor Machine Room
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Sales Representative
Salesperson, Furniture
Salesman, Hardware Supplies
Salesperson, General Hardware
Salesman, Gas or Electric Appliance
Salesperson, T.V. and Appliance
Salesman, General
Salesperson, General
Sales Clerk
Salesman Driver
Electrical Appliance Repairman
Electrician
Plasterer
Heavy Equipment Operator
Carptnter, Foreman
Carpenter
Bricklayer (Mason)
Plumber
Pipe Fitter
Floor Layer
Glassworker
Roofer
House Repairman
Truck Driver-Heavy
B. Farm Equipment Efealers 5252 102 127 153
Systems Analyst
Programmer
Estimator
Manager
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Table 19» (Continued)
Standard • Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
VII. (Continued)
B.
Secretary
File Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Stock Clerk
Sales Representative
Salesman, Hardware Supplies
Salesman, Tractor-Farm Implement
Salesman, General
Salesperson, Parts
Salesperson, General
Salesman, Driver
Farm Equipment Operator
Chemical Operator
Mechanical Maintenance Man
Automobile Mechanic
Tractor Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Carpenter, Foreman
Carpenter
Laborer, Construction
Concrete Mixing Truck Driver
Truck Driver, Heavy
C. (General Merchandise 53XX 174 181 185
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Billing Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Salesman, Footwear
Salesman! Men and Boy's Clothing
Salesman, Women's and,Girl's Apparel
Salesperson, Men and Boy's Clothing
Salesperson, Women and Girl's Apparel
Salesperson, Dry Goods
Salesperson, Furniture
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
VII. (Continued)
C.
Salesman, Hardware Supplies
Salesperson, Furniture
Salesman, Gas and Electric Appliance
Salesperson, General
Sales Clerk
D. Food Stores 54XX 179 197 213
Ifenager
Manager, Food Est.
Assistant Manager Food Est.
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Grocery and Stock Clerk
Salesperson, General
Sales Clerk
Meat Wrapper
Produce (Helper)
Meat Cutter (Butcher)
Baker
Baker, Helper
E. Automotive - New, Used, 551X-555X, 258 308 349
Accessory Dealers 559X
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Calculating Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Automotive Parts Man
Stock Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Salesman
Mechanical Maintenance Man
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept«1969 Sept.1971
VII« (Continued)
E.
Automobile Mechanic
Front End Alig ment Man
Transmission Mechanic
Brakeroan, Automobile
Auto Air-Conditioning Mechanic
Auto Maintenance Mechanic
Tractor Mechanic
Auto Tune-Up Mechanic
Farm Equipment Mechanic
Gas Engine Repairman
Diesel Mechanic
Automobile Body Repair
Automobile Spray Painter
Tractor-Trailor Truck Driver
Truck Driver, Light
Tire Repairman
Auto Service Station Attendant
F. Gasoline Service
Stations 55^*1 1^5 1^1 1^5
Secretary
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Stock Clerk
Salesman, General
Automobile Mechanic
Front End Alignment Man
Brakeman, Automobile
Auto Air Conditioning Mechanic
Auto Tune-Up
Gasoline Engine Repairman (2- and ^Cycle)
Mechanic '
Automobile Body Repair
Automobile Spray Painter
Tractor-Trailer
Truck Driver
Truck Driver, Light
Tire Repairman
Auto Service Station Attendant
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
VII. (Continued)
G. Apparel and
Accessory Stores 56XX 156 165 172
Secretary
File Clerk
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Sales Representative
Salesman, Footwear
Salesman, Men and Boy's Clothing
Salesman, Women's and Girl's Apparel
Salesperson, Men and Boy's Clothing
Salesperson, Women's and Girl's Apparel
Salesperson, Dry Goods
Salesman, General
Salesperson, General
Sales Attendant
Sales Clerk
Master Tailor
Dressmaker
H. Furniture and Home Furnish
ing Stores 57XX 8U 81 85
Feed and Farm Management Advisor
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Sales Representative
Salesman, Grain and F^ed
Salesperson, Furniture
Salesman, Men's and Boy's Clothing
Salesman, Women's and Girl's Apparel
Salesman, General
Salesperson, General
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
VII, (Continued)
H.
Sales Clerk
Salesman-Driver
Superintendent Grain Elevator (Manager)
Inspector, Grain Mill Products
Instrument Repairman
TV and Radio Service, Repair
Dressmaker
Installation Man
I. Eating and Drinking
Places 58XX 574 625 691
Manager, Food Est.
Assistant Manager Food Est.
Secretary-
General Clerk
Cashier
Accounting Clerk
Hostess
Waiter or Waitress
Busboy
Bartender
Chef
Executive Cook
Cook
Cook's Helper
Kitchen Helper (Washer)
Maid
Bellhop
Cleaning Lady
Janitor
Baker
J. Farm and Garden
Supply Stores ' 596X 60 60 67
Feed and Farm Management Advisor "
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Empl oyment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept-1968 Sept»1969 Sept«1971
VII. (Continued)
J.
Salesman, Grain and Feed Products
Salesperson, General Hardware
Salesman, General
Salesperson, General
Sales Attendant
Sales Clerk
Salesman, Driver
Superintendent, Grain Elevator (Manager)
Inspector, Grain Mill Products
Machinist
Automobile Mechanic
Tractor Mechanic
Farm Equipment Mechanic
Electrical Appliance Repairman
Heavy Equipment Operator
Truck Driver, Heavy
Kc Others^ 84 89 101
Pharmacist
Gemologist
Secretary
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Stock Clerk
Salesman
Salesman, Gas and Electric Appliance
Salesperson, General
Sales Attendant
Sales Clerk
Salesman, Driver
Optician
Watch Repairman
Installation Man
VIII. Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate 60XX-67XX 380 391 U14
A. Banking, Credit Agencies,
Security Brokers 60XX-62XX 279 287 301
Credit Manager
Manager
Table 19. (Continued)
Indus trial
areas
Job
titles
Standard
industrial
codes
VIII.
A.
B.
(Continued)
Loan Officers
President
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
Trans. Machine Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Te11er
Keypunch Operator
Accounting Clerk
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Calculating Machine Operator
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Salesman
Sales Representative
Janitor
Insurance Carriers,
Agents 63XX-6UXX
Programmer
Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
Duplicating Machine Operator
Trans. Machine Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer Operator
Tabulating Machine Operator
Calculating Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Charwoman
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Current
Sept.1968
73
liltiip] oyincnt
Projected
Sept•1969
Pro Jcc ted
Sept.i 971
75 82
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
VIII. (Continued)"
C« Real Estate, Holding
Companies 65XX-67XX 28 29 31
X-Ray Technician
Abstractor
Manager
Secretary
Medical Secretary
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Salesman
Janitor
IX, Services 70XX-89XX 1492 1596 1725
A. Hotels and Other
Lodging Places 70XX 78 67 66
Manager
Manager-Food Est.
Assistant Manager - Food Est.
Secretary
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Stock Clerk
Hostess
Waiter or Waitress
Busboy
Bartender
Cook
Cook's Helper
Kitchen Helper (Washer)
Maid
BelIhop
Janitor
Painter, Spray
B. Personal Services 72XX 123 13-1 123
1. Laundries and Cleaning
Plants 721X 86 91 96
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Billing Machine Operator
Salesman-Driver
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Table 19» (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IX. (Continued)
Dry Cleaning Machine Operator
Steam Press Operator
Maintenance Mechanic
Furniture Upholsterer
Master Tailor
Alteration Tailor
Sewing Machine Operator - all around
2, Beauty and Barber
shops 723X,724X 32 35 22
Optical Technician
Ba rbe r
Cosmetologist
3. Other^ 722X,726X 5 5 5
Assistant Administrator
Bookkeeper
Embalmer
C. Business Services 73XX,76XX 104 118 133
Programmer
Commercial Artist
Advertising Man
Manager
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
File Clerk
Duplicating Machine Operator
General Clerk
Report Supervisor
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer Operator
Keypunch Operator
Tabulating Machine Operator
Accounting Clerk "
Billing Machine Operator
Receptionist
Collectors
Collection Receptionist
Salesman (Financial)
Sales Representative
Salesman, Men and Boy's Clothing
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Table 19, (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept-1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IX. (Continued)
C.
Salesman, General
Sales Clerk .
Salesman-Driver
Furniture Upholsterer
Upholsterer, Assembly Line
Sewing Machine Operator (Regular Equip)
Installation Man
Electronics
D. Automotive Services
Bookkeeper 75XX 12 13 13
Front End Alignment Man
Auto Air Conditioning Mechanic
Diesel Mechanic
Automobile Body Repair
Automobile Spray Painter
E« Amusement and Recreation
Services 78XX-79XX 53 50 56
Manager, Food Est.
Assistant Manager, Food Esta
Secretary
Cashier
Waiter or Waitress
Bartender
Cook
Kitchen Helper (Washer)
Cleaning Lady
Janitor
Motion Picture
Projectionist
F. Medical Services 80XX 102iv 1113 1216
1. Offices of Physicians
and Surgeons 801X 62 70 80
Registered Nurse
X-Ray Technician
Medical Lab Assist-
Medical Assist. '
Physical Therapist
Nurse, Assoc. Degree
Nurse, Licensed Practical
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept-1969 Sept.1971
IX. (Continued)
F. 1.
Surgical Technician
Secretary
Medical Secretary
Stenographer
File Clerk
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Sales Clerk
Orderlies and Nurses Aides
2. Hospitals 806X 6^5 723 766
X-Ray Technician
Medical Lab Assist
Inhalation Therapist
Medical Assistant
Nurse, Assoc. Degree
Nurse, Licensed Practical
Surgical Technician
Medical Record
Librarian
Secretary
Medical Secretary
Typist and Clerk Typist
Duplicating Machine Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Billing Machine Operator
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Grocery Stock Clerk
Stock Clerk "
Telephone Operator (PBX)
Receptionist
Medical Record Clerk '
Orderlies and Nurses Aides
Attendant
Janitor
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard Employment
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept.1968 Sept.1969 Sept.1971
IX. (Continued)
F-.
3. Convalescent and
Rest Homes 809X 301 303 353
Optical Technicians
Occupational Therapy Aide
Physical Therapist
Inhalation Therapist
Nurse, Assoc. Degree
Nurse, Licensed Practical
Licensed Administrator
Assistant Administrator
Secretary
Medical Secretary
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Accounting Clerk
Ward Clerk
Receptionist
Cook
Barber
Cosmetologist
Physical Therapist Assistant
Orderlies and Nurses Aides
Attendant
Cleaning Lady
Optician
4. Other^ 802X-804X 16 17 17
X-Ray Technician
Medical Lab Assist.
Dental Assistant
Secretary
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Teller
Receptionist
G. Legal Services 8IXX 19 19 20
Abstractor
Secretary
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
H. Non-Profit Organiz 86)CX 4 4 4
Manager
Secretary
Bookkeeper
Bartender
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Table 19. (Continued)
Standard EmpI oymcnt
Industrial Job industrial Current Projected Projected
areas titles codes Sept»1968 Sept»1969 Sept»l971
IX. (Continued)
lo Engineering and
Architectural 891X 53 56 64
Draftsman, Architectural
Instrumentation Technical
Draftsman, Civil
Draftsman, Map
Rodman
Programmer
Secretary
Duplicating Machine Operator
Digital Computer Operator
Inspector, General
J. Accounting, Auditing, and
Bookkeeping 893X 22 25 30
Programmer
Secretary
Stenographer
Typist and Clerk Typist
Duplicating Machine Operator
General Clerk
Bookkeeper
Supervisor, Machine Room
Digital Computer
Operator
Accounting Clerk
Grand Total 81U0 8764 9440
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Table 20, Occupational instructional programs ranked by number needed
to be trained by September 1, 1971
Projected number needed
Rank Occupational instructional program to be trained by Sep. 1,
1971
1 Carpentry 168.1
2 Mid-Management Marketing 125.3
3 Aides (health.) 95.0
4 Retail Selling 88.3
5 Automotive 86.1
6 Nurse, Associates Degree 84.2
7 General Accounting 81.4
8 Secretarial Service 80.3
9 Heavy Equipment Operator 77-2
10 General Clerical 75.3
11 Commercial Cooking 74.8
12 Waiter Training 72.4
13 Machinist, Tool and Die Maker 70,6
14 Sheet Metal 62.3
15 Machine Operator Training 57 .8
16 Host and Cashier Training 54,2
17 Power Sewing Machine Operator 53-3
18 Nurse, Practical 39.2
19 Medical Assistants 38.1
20 Painting 37.8
21 Agriculture Equipment 36.9
22' Brick/concrete Training 36.8
23 Electrician 35.1
24 Welding 31.1
25 Retail Food 30.4
26 Chemical Operator 28.0
27 Mechanical Technology 26.1
28 Programmer 21.1
29 Industrial Mechanics 20,7
30 Punch Card Accounting 20.5
31 Auto Body 18,8
32 Plumber 17,6
33 Architectural Draftsmen 17-0
34 Photo Off-set Printing 15.3
35 Chemical Lab Technician 13.7
36 Auto Service 11,2
37 Pattern Making 9.5
38 Tailoring 8.5
39 Upholstering 8.5
40 Air-conditioning and Refrigeration 7.8
41 Electrical Technician 7.7
42 Meat Cutting 6.6
43 Letter Press Printing 6.0
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Table 20. (Continued)
Rank Occupational instructional program
Projected number needed
to be trained by Septo 1,
1971
44 Medical Lab. Assistant 5.9
45 Occupational Therapy Aide 5.7
46 Inhalation Therapist 2.7
47 Veterinary Technician 2-5
48 Electronics Service 2.3
49 X-Ray Technician 2.1
50 Electronics Technician 1.8
51 Small Machine Repair 1-7
52 Operating Room Technician 1,5
53 Dental Assistant 1.3
54 Commercial Baking 1.2
55 Optical Technician 0.8
Table 21. Summary: number of employees needed by September 1
proposed and existing vocational-technical programs
, 1971, by
Proposed and existing programs to
train workers based on job titles
used in this study
Programmer
Punch card accounting
Data processing occupations total
Secretarial science
Genera I-clerical
General accounting
Not grouped
Office occupations total
Mid-management marketing
Retail selling
Not grouped
Sales occupations total
Business and industry Service Occupations Total
Chemical laboratory technician
Chemical operator training
Veterinary technician
Not grouped
Chemical and allied occupations total
Projected number needed to
be trained by September 1,
1971
21.1
20.5
41.6
80.3
75.3
81.4
30.3
267.3
125.3
88.3
2.6
218.2
13.7
28.0
2.5
16.3
60.5
525.1
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Table 21. (Continued)
Proposed and existing programs to Projected number needed to
train workers based on job titles be trained by September 1,
used in this study 1971
Machinist, tool and die maker 70.6
Machine operators training 57.8
Pattern making 9.5
Industrial mechanics 20.7
Sheet metal 62.3
Welding 31.1
Mechanical technology 26.1
Electrical technician 7.7
Electronics technology 1.8
Architectural draftsman 17-0
Not grouped 13.4
Manufacturing and industrial occupations total 318.0
Engineering and Science Technology Occupations Total 378..5
Nurse, associate degree 84.2
Nurse, licensed practical 39o2
Aides 95.0
Medical assistants 38.1
Operating room technician 1.5
Medical laboratory assistant 5.9
Dental assistant 1.3
X-ray technician 2.1
Occupational therapy aide 5.7
Inhalation therapist 2.7
Optical technician 0.8
Not grouped -5.5
Health occupations total 271.0
Health Service Occupations Total 271..0
Commercial cooking 74.8
Commercial baking 1.2
Meat cutting 6.6
Host and cashier training 54.2
Waiter training 72,4
Retail 30o4
Not grouped 7.6
Food service occupations total 247.2
Power sewing machine operator 53.3
Tailoring 8.5
Upholsterer 8.5
Not grouped 10.3
Textile occupations total 50.6
Table 21. (Continued)
Proposed and existing programs to
train workers based on job titles
used in this study
187
Projected number needed to
be trained by September 1,
1971
Institutional and Coramercial Service Occupations Total 327.8
Automotive 86.1
Auto body repair 18.8
Auto servicing 11*2
Agriculture equipment 36.9
Not grouped 70*9
Automotive and Diesel Occupations Total 223.9
Heavy equipment operator 77.2
Carpentry 168.1
Plumbing 17.6
Painting 37.8
Electrician 35.1
Brick/concrete training 36.8
Not grouped 109.8
Construction industry occupations total 482.4
Photo offset printing 15.3
Letter press printing 6.0
Not grouped 7.2
Printing and publishing occupations total 28.5
Air conditioning and refrigeration 7.8
Electronics service 2.3
Small machine repair 1.7
Not grouped -5.0
Service industry occupations total 6.8
Mechanical and Machine Service Occupations Total 741.6
Total for all programs 2244,0
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